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This is Part 2 of a supporting document for the Report from the teaching experiment on 

absolute value inequalities conducted by the authors. The document contains transcripts 

of task-based interviews with 18 students who participated in the experiment. Part 1 

contains transcripts of interviews with the Procedural Approach (PA) group, Part 2 –with 

the Theoretical Approach (TA) group, and Part 3 – with the Visual Approach (VA) 

group. The transcripts in each group are given in the order of the participants‟ codes: we 

start with the transcript of the interview with participant PA-1, and continue with PA-2, 

PA-3, etc. The transcripts are annotated, pointing to evidence of positive and negative 

symptoms of theoretical thinking behaviors.  Explanation of the meaning of the terms 

used to name the behaviors can be found in the Report. The supporting document 

contains also some additional information on each participant: age, mathematics courses 

taken at the time of the interview, emotional experience in the courses, average grade in 

the courses, and performance on the exercises in the experiment. The interviews focus 

mainly on participants‟ solutions of the exercises, but they contain also transcripts of the 

more general part of the interview, based on questions such as: 1) How do you normally 

know if your answer is right or wrong? Are you even interested in that? 2) What did you 

like about the lecture? What did you not like? What would you change to make it better 

adapted to students like you? 3) Was the lecture different from what you are used to?  4) 

Why are you taking math courses? 5) Explain why you find that the math courses you are 

taking are stressful (or not); enjoyable (or not).   
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THE THEORETICAL APPROACH (TA) GROUP 

PARTICIPANT TA-1 

Age: less than 21 

Math courses taken at the time of the interview: MATH 205 

Reasons for taking the courses: the course is a prerequisite for the course Mechanical Engineering 

Experience in courses: mildly enjoyable, mildly stressful.  

Average grade in the courses: 87% 

Performance on exercises: Ex. 1, 2, 4 and 5 correct, Ex. 3 and 6 – incorrect.  

Interview after viewing the lecture 

1. Interviewer: I‟d like to know more about this [concerning 

student‟s yes-answer to the question “Do you agree with Tom?”]. 

2. TA-1: I found it makes more sense that since this is  and this is 

a negative, I figure that you rather make an error with a positive 

rather than a negative, so according to me I‟d say that Jane made 

a bigger mistake. 

3. Interviewer:  Because  is a greater than – . 

4. TA-1: Yes. 

5. Interviewer: But who was the most off the real value? 

6. TA-1: The most off the real value would be Joe. 

7. Interviewer: So in terms of magnitude, how big is the distance, 

he would make a bigger mistake. That was a little bit the point of 

the notion of absolute value because number is certainly greater 

than – , but in terms of absolute value, this has a bigger value 

than that. OK? 

8. TA-1: (silence)  

9. Interviewer: Do you find confusing the definition here [TA-1 

marked page 4, containing the definition of absolute value as a 

piecewise function]? 

10. TA-1: Yes, because I understand the inequality, the definition, 

but it was presented too quick, and it really takes me quite a 

while for me to logically understand this, it‟s not automatic. For 

me I have to take some time, and then I realize yes it‟s true but it 

was too fast, they just mentioned like that, I haven‟t taken enough 

time. 

11. Interviewer: And here at page 7 [containing the solution of the 

example presented in the lecture]? 

12. TA-1: For this, I was following from here, here, here and here; 

then came to this point and I got it. Then step number 2, I really 

needed to do it again and realize that it was too fast „cause they 

explain it like a story and for math you really need time to sit 

down and think about what it is. If they were, like, think this out 

and bring it to us later. I take a break of 15 seconds for me to say 

OK, we move to part two, or maybe you will be told “When it 

becomes clear to you, click on „next‟”, and they go to part two to 

explain, you digest it, and then you click part three”, like that. 

Otherwise, I just lost it and I couldn‟t do it, it didn‟t come out 

quickly. 

13. Interviewer: Page 7 and 8? 

Line 2: Appears to have a 

rather weak intuition of 

absolute value as 

magnitude of a directed 

quantity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 10: Had difficulty 

understanding the formal 

definition of absolute 

value.  

 

Line 12: Interprets the 

cases as “steps” in a 

procedure; suggests a 

Procedural Knower.  

Complains about not being 

able to control the pace of 

the lecture. But we were 

not trying an online 

lecture, but something that 

could be done in real time 

in class where the teacher 

usually does not wait for 

everybody to understand 

before moving on.  
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14. TA-1: That‟s why I said the explanation is too fast; after this 

part they went to this part, and I hadn‟t gotten this part and they 

did this part again, but still too fast part; when they finished this 

part they started this part, then I started getting mixed up again 

because I did not fully digested it.  

15. Interviewer: I see here you have trouble to?  [Regarding page 

7: beginning of the analytic solution of Example 2] 

16. TA-1: Yes, „cause this is not an equal sign; this is an inequality 

sign. So, for one, you have to realize that this means greater and 

not less, even equal, it means greater and equal something like 

this. In this part is greater and equal to  and the next part it‟s less 

and not anyway equal. That greater, equal, less, that one, plus , 

plus  (pause) According to me, I usually put values, like I say 

, like that first you know, to digest and then I come here, I 

say less than  it will have to be something like – , , but with 

 you don‟t see the point. It‟s just like, you just have been given a 

bunch of mathematical things and you just, OK, whatever.  

17. Interviewer: It doesn‟t make sense? 

18. TA-1: Yes, basically, unless I sit and digest it, I look at it, and 

I‟m like (pause) 

19. Interviewer: Have you followed everything or you just lost 

track at some point? 

20. TA-1: I lost track at some point but I knew what it was that we 

are getting at. After they gave an example is when I realized. 

Like if they were given examples at this point I‟d be fine. „Cause 

here I don‟t think I had a problem cause they give examples.  

21. Interviewer: Page 6. [numbers  and  are tested in the 

inequality in the lecture before the analytical solution is 

presented; the first checks the inequality, the second doesn‟t.] 

22. TA-1: But here it‟s just a mathematical fact, you are trying to 

think about it: could this be true? And another thing: this is a 

mathematical situation, and then it must be true. But for you to 

make it true you have to also try out.  

23. Interviewer: You feel the need to check every statement? 

24. TA-1: I just couldn‟t, I didn‟t know how they get the half [the 

solution of Example 2 is ], because somewhere along the 

way, they must have divided by , I think, and I didn‟t see that at 

all, it was just too fast. But this [page 10, numerical testing afer 

the analytic solution] was fine, because when they tried it out 

here it worked. But here it didn‟t work [referring to , 

which doesn‟t satisfy the inequality]. So, I didn‟t get this part 

when they said “the compatibility of these examples with our 

solution increases our confidence that that no computational 

mistakes have been made”. Shouldn‟t it be the other way around?  

25. Interviewer: Which other way around? 

26. TA-1: Shouldn‟t it be the incompatibility? 

27. Interviewer: No, you take a number that it‟s greater than –  , 

it‟s true, you take something that is less, it‟s not; so, in a way, this 

predicts that it should be false for numbers less than minus one 

Line 14: Admits not having 

been able to follow the 

lecture which was too fast 

for him.  

 

Line 16: Seems having 

trouble understanding 

expressions with variables, 

without plugging in some 

concrete numbers into 

them and seeing what they 

mean this way. He seems 

to be saying that numbers 

can be positive or negative, 

but for letters it doesn‟t 

even make sense to talk 

about being positive or 

negative in conditional 

terms.  This suggests a 

notion of number that is 

close to AMN 

(Sign+AMN). 

 

Line 20: By “example” he 

seems to mean numerical 

testing.  

 

Line 22: Treats the 

inequality in Example 2 as 

a “mathematical fact”, 

which is probably his name 

for a true statement. He 

does not seem to see it as a 

propositional function 

(whose truth value depends 

on the domains of the 

variables). This is an 

obstacle to understanding 

an inequality (or an 

equation) as a condition on 

variables and “solving” it 

as finding the values of the 

variables for which the 

condition is satisfied.  

Line 24: Doesn‟t agree 

with the statement that the 

result of the testing in 

which the inequality turns 

out to be false for  

confirms the solution. This 

reaction is compatible with 
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half, but this only increases our confidence, it doesn‟t prove the 

result because it‟s only two examples. So just checking an 

example with concrete numbers will not give you all numbers 

that satisfy that. That‟s why you need all these mathematics as 

you say. Here, just to help you perhaps to deal with the problems; 

the main idea is (pause) you can use these notes when you solve 

the problems, but just main idea so you don‟t get more confused 

it‟s to combine every one of these cases for absolute value of 

 with everyone of the cases for the other one. So, if you take 

this situation  and  that‟s for the first, then 

the inequality becomes this less than that, OK? Because that is 

what it is equal to in this case, OK? So, that‟s the first part, first 

case. Then you take this case, first case for that and second for 

this. So just you take these conditions and then replace the 

inequality by this less than that. And then you take the second 

case for  and again with each of these: this combined with 

that, this combined with that, so you have four cases. Some cases 

make sense, some don‟t, you slowly transform those inequalities 

into something simpler, right? You can do it slowly, something 

simpler, and then you combine them, do they make sense, are 

they contradictory? And you combine everything and at the end 

you get (pause) you see in the second and fourth case it turns out 

it‟s contradiction, because you get some nonsense. Only one and 

three make sense. And you look at one and three and you 

combine them: it is either that or that, either, or. And all together 

burns down to  being greater than – . Simplify, simplify, 

simplify as much as you can, and then you get something as 

simple as this. 

28. TA-1: Just one more question, you match (pause)  

29. Interviewer: page 7? 

30. TA-1: Yes, with this and found this part, isn‟t it? 

31. Interviewer: Yes, yes. 

32. TA-1: And then this with  right? 

33. Interviewer: This and that and then the first with the second. 

34. TA-1: This is the first part, now we‟re going from this one to 

the second case. But I don‟t see – . You just forgot to put 

the minus? 

35. Interviewer: No, I didn‟t, it‟s here. First, you see you have 

these conditions; I take this condition, it‟s that one, then I take 

this condition, we are looking at the second case. 

36. TA-1: Oh, OK. 

37. Interviewer: And finally I look what happens with these values 

in these cases. So, it‟s  for this and it is minus, it‟s the 

opposite.  

38. TA-1: Oh, OK, for that. 

39. Interviewer: This is always that, but it is too complicated to 

know what this means because of the absolute value. So you 

figure out what these absolute values mean depending on what is 

the , if  is let‟s say greater than , so it‟s like  for example, if 

it‟s greater than , then the absolute value is equal to itself; and 

his unconditional notion of 

inequality: the inequality 

should be a true 

proposition; if it turns out 

false for some number, 

then it is a false 

proposition.  

This student seems to be 

thinking of algebraic 

expressions as formulas 

such as those one 

encounters in algebraic or 

trigonometric identities, in 

geometry (e.g. formula for 

area of a triangle) or in 

physics (e.g. Hooke‟s law). 

Formulas are “true” and 

can be applied. In 

geometry and physics 

formulas can be used by 

substituting known values 

for some letters to calculate 

the unknown values. 

Identities in algebra and 

trigonometry can be used 

by substituting not only 

numerical values but also 

algebraic expressions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 39: The student seems 

later to have followed the 

interviewer‟s advice quite 

literally: treating the whole 

exercise formally, as 

putting pluses and minuses 

in front of expressions and 

transforming them 

algebraically as elements 
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here if , then it‟s also equal to itself, so that‟s the first two 

cases; and then consider other cases, when this is negative, 

because if you take, let‟s say , for example, this is 

negative so the absolute value it‟s equal to the opposite of itself , 

so it‟s here. You see, this is quite formal; you really don‟t have to 

plug in too many numbers and think what it means and all that, 

you just in a way follow formally from these definitions, these 

conditions, and then you just combine them, you know, this 

number greater than that. So, perhaps that will help. You try all 

and then you sort of think whenever you get frustrated or 

something, you just mark this, and then you have forty minutes to 

do that. So you have as much time as you wish for solving this, 

and try to remember when you got frustrated, what made you 

difficult about it. 

of a formal language which 

has no reference outside 

itself. Interviewer said that 

for ethical reasons, fearing 

that, with his 

misconceptions about 

inequalities, the student 

would not be able to do 

anything and would 

emerge hurt from the 

experiment.  

 

Interview after solving the exercises 

40. Interviewer: So, just tell us what was so frustrating about this. 

41. TA-1: The whole process.  

42. Interviewer: These cases? 

43. TA-1: Yes, it‟s too long, I was thinking of just doing simple algebra like …or elementary like 

. I just …maybe it takes one hour you know to just automatically, it‟s a long 

process, it‟s exhausting. That‟s why I‟d complain, but otherwise (pause), „cause I never done 

such thing, it‟s kind of interesting once you get the whole of it. Like at the beginning I will 

always be turning [the pages] to see whether I am on the right track but with time it just comes 

natural. 

44. Interviewer: So, you learned.  

45. TA-1: Yes, yes, yes. 

Exercises 1, 2 and 3 

46. Interviewer: OK, you got  here, which is as far as I 

remember correct. For that [Exercise 2] yes, you do all these 

cases and so on and in the end here, you got (pause) That‟s 

correct too and the next is this one [Exercise 3], but that‟s not 

correct, you get all this work, you probably made a few 

mistakes because it‟s so confusing. If you just look at this 

inequality at the beginning, in the lecture we were saying that 

the absolute value is always greater than , or . And look at 

the right hand side here. Can this ever be positive? 

47. TA-1: No, this can never be positive because of the – . 

48. Interviewer: Absolute value of  is positive, but you 

multiply with a negative. 

49. TA-1: So it is always negative. 

50. Interviewer: This is positive and this is negative, so how 

can a positive be less than a negative? 

51. TA-1: Oh! 

52. Interviewer: There is no solution, it‟s contradictory from 

the beginning. 

53. TA-1: I just multiplied the  and put it inside.  

54. Interviewer: But if you take –  to put it inside, in absolute 

Line 46: Solved Ex. 3 

following the RBC  technique, 

not using a structural argument 

(PB1).  He did not get a 

contradiction because he 

changed the inequality into one 

without a contradiction by 

putting –3 inside the absolute 

value brackets as if they were 

ordinary brackets. He does not 

seem to have a conditional 

notion of absolute value.   

 

Line 47: The only reason for 

the right side to be negative 

seems the minus in front of 3; 

this suggests thinking that a 

minus in front of an expression 

makes it negative. This could 

be linked with the Sign+AMN 
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value, it would have to be turned into its opposite, right, and 

you still kept the negative sign. I thought this is going to be a 

quick question. 

55. TA-1: I didn‟t think about it that way. 

notion of number.   

 

Exercises 4, 5, and 6 

56. Interviewer: All right. 4?  OK, this was fast.  

57. Interviewer: [concerning exercise no. 5] OK, what did you do here? For that  you have 

that, this is true. Less than , this is true, OK good [continues to check the solution]. OK, I 

think that‟s the problem, you see? Because when you divide by a negative number everything 

gets reversed; so , so you have  and . Altogether with that you have numbers 

between –  and  and between   and . So altogether you have numbers between –  and , 

and all mistakes like that which everybody does. And then here it must have been some mistake 

again because , you see here you solved this problem and you find that  must be between –  

and  and this is less than . So, when you have an equation where it is greater than , it‟s like 

the complement, so you will have is  or . This is OK, and again the same problem. 

And then  you got…you ended up with (…).  

 

Comment: The student is not allowed to talk much at this point. Analysis of his written solution 

reveals that starting from exercise 3 he is using a technique which is a combination of SNT and 

RBC, similar to the one used by PA-5. He is even more explicit about this technique, saying 

things such as, “let‟s test the three possibilities”. When he ends with two or more internally 

consistent cases, he tests them by taking numbers satisfying the simplified conditions of the cases 

and plugging them back into the initial inequality. With this test, (making algebraic mistakes) he 

ends up with one case only in each of the exercises 3, 4 and 5, and 6.  This one case becomes his 

Answer.  

Final interview 

58. Interviewer: Tell me something about yourself. You‟re a young person. You are taking 205, 

Calculus II because you want to get into Mechanical Engineering and why you didn‟t take this 

calculus before? Are you a college student? 

59. TA-1: No, I‟m an international student.  

60. Interviewer: International student, where from? 

61. TA-1: [name of a country] 

62. Interviewer: So you did secondary school.  

63. TA-1: Education, yes.  

64. Interviewer: And you have Calculus I in your education? 

65. TA-1: No it was really elementary calculus, I had to take MATH 203 and 204 before and now 

I‟m being in 205 but I don‟t have to do the others „cause I think they are for business.  

66. Interviewer: So you want to be a mechanical engineer. 

67. TA-1: Yes. 

68. Interviewer: Here you are saying that the courses you are taking are mildly enjoyable.  

69. TA-1: I don‟t like integration, „cause it‟s integration, it‟s calculus. It‟s too many things that 

you have to know, the theorems, and when you calculate the volume, you have to rotate the 

object. 

70. Interviewer: Visualizing things. 

71. TA-1: Yeah, visualizing things, plus the whole, uh, now, when it comes to trigonometric 

integration where you have to substitute sine square theta, it‟s really confusing. And then 

integration by substitution, integration by parts it‟s not like differentiation, you know, 
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differentiation, you just have to know the differentiation rule, the quotient rule. Basically these 

are the things that I found hard. And getting the limits. This is way too intense. And the 

summation, like in a series, it‟s too complicated.  And I can‟t fail. For me, it‟s really difficult, 

it‟s not easy. I didn‟t do all that well in the midterm. The good thing is that there is a 100% 

final, and I am really working on this. But I can‟t say I started off with this very well. Maybe 

also it‟s because I procrastinated, because I thought MATH 203 was this [differentiation], so 

205 will be easy because it‟s just the opposite, but it‟s not easy. There is a lot of reasoning, 

thinking, I get confused. Maybe it‟s the book, too, because the book doesn‟t really simplify 

things, because I think I need something really simplified to understand it. So like, the 

derivative of  is , and the integral of   is one half  squared. That‟s what I learned in high 

school. And then I come here and I get limits as  approaches  and changing  (the student has 

difficulty with treating x as a variable). For me that was really difficult. I‟ve never done the 

summation thing, like [writes the summation symbol from  equals 0 to infinity], so for me it‟s 

not that easy.  

72. Interviewer: You want to be a mechanical engineer. So you need to be able to imagine things 

moving, changing, to design devices. It‟s normally more complicated than just one function 

rotating; there are so many functions to be taken into account at the same time. Are you 

convinced that you should be taking these calculus courses? 

73. TA-1: Yes, it is a prerequisite. 

74. Interviewer: But don‟t you think calculus will be useful for you in the future in your 

profession? 

75. TA-1: Not really. I want to specialize in aeronautical engineering. I really enjoy the theory 

aspect of engineering. How an engine works, the theory behind it, not the mathematics behind 

it. I really enjoy learning the theory, like jet propulsion, how this works. But the mathematical 

context, this is what I don‟t get. I still don‟t know how I am going to use [calculus] in my field. 

I just see myself when I am going to design, I am just going to draw what I want, and someone 

else will put in the other details. 

76. Interviewer: An engineer, too? 

77. TA-1: Or I‟ll be someone who just checks the functioning, but not really any calculations 

involved. I just want to know what makes this work the way it‟s supposed to work, but I don‟t 

want to know [the mathematics behind it] I am not really good at that. But if it‟s theoretical, I 

can‟t wait to learn the aerodynamics, those kinds of courses in engineering. Not the 

mathematics in it, but the theory: this happens because this and this happens. I really love that.  

But when it comes to calculating equations, arghhh! 

78. Interviewer: When you do your mathematics assignments, how do you know you are right? 

79. TA-1: If doing it was smooth, if it was a smooth process, like I didn‟t find it was difficult, or it 

was just flowing. Anyway, I never go back to check.  

80. Interviewer: Here, you may have felt that everything was going smoothly even if it was a 

little bit tedious, but still, not all your answers were right.  

81. TA-1: Whenever I check and I realize I got it wrong, I start losing the morale. So I‟d rather 

finish and then, if I feel I need to check, then I check. But if I checked in the middle and found 

a mistake it would have affected the way I was doing the other problems. Because suppose I am 

doing problems from 1 to 6 and I am at problem 6, and I believe I did the other problems are 

right, I will be confident and I might get it right. But if I check problem 1 and see I got it 

wrong, then in doing problem 2 I‟ll still be thinking I did problem 1 wrong, and then if I 

discover mistakes in problems 2 and 3, by the time I get to problem 5, I‟d be losing morale. I 

just tend to believe I got everything right. I‟d rather just receive the paper and be told what I got 

right and what I got wrong. I‟m like, OK, I did the best I could. But if I‟m at number 6 and I 

know I did the first three wrong then I start doubting the others, and I would not be happy after 

the test, I‟d just walk sad, and I won‟t even want to receive my paper back. I‟d rather just not 

know. 
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82. Interviewer: So it‟s for your own emotional comfort. All right I think we have learned a lot 

from you, you were very generous in explaining how you feel. Thank you very much. 

PARTICIPANT TA-2 

Age: less than 21 

Math courses taken at the time of the interview: MATH 203, 204  

Reasons for taking the courses: Admission into Business School 

Experience in courses: mildly enjoyable, mildly stressful 

Average grade in the courses: 48% 

Performance on exercises: Ex. 1, 3, 4, 5 correct; Ex. 2, 6 incorrect 

Interview after viewing the lecture 

1. Interviewer: Would you like to tell us whether you experienced 

frustration or you didn‟t understand something? 

2. TA-2: No, I did understand actually, but I thought that he had the 

wrong idea, because they are using a measurement that‟s not really 

precise, so it‟s pretty obvious that they are going to get results that are 

a bit different, specially that they are working in millimeters, so when 

they got results like these it‟s totally wrong that they took 1 is greater 

than –2 and then the difference is greater. 

3. Interviewer: So you thought that was wrong and not that you are 

frustrated. So that bothered you the fact that it was wrong? 

4. TA-2: Yes. Because some teachers they kind of mark the small 

differences and it‟s not really important. Like you solved the entire 

theory and then you get half out of the grade because your final 

answer is wrong. 

5. Interviewer:  And here everything was fine? 

6. TA-2: Yes, yes. 

7. Interviewer: Here at page 8 [second slide with the analytic solution 

of Example 2], I have noticed you were trying to draw something 

here? [rough number line diagram with intervals marked such as the 

diagrams used in combining cases in PA; TA-2 wrote underneath: 

“use absolute line rather than taking cases”] 

8. TA-2: They are using too much detail to get the numbers. You can 

get confused with these numbers and end up with the wrong answer. 

So, it‟s just a technique that I have read about solving the absolute 

value that you can draw the graph and then you shade the area where 

you want.  It makes me feel more comfortable to work with graphs 

than working just with numbers because you might end up with the 

wrong answer.  

9. Interviewer: So, there‟s just the level of details that was (pause) 

10. TA-2: Yes, too much detail gets me confused. 

11. Interviewer: OK, and here on page 9 [last page of the analytic 

solution of Example 2: the two consistent cases are written and then 

combined to give the final solution. Again the student draws a sort of 

number line diagram but very vague, with no numbers marked]? 

12. TA-2: I was just trying to find that if the graph will work for me, 

because over here I kind of noticed that I might lose something if I 

just depend on the graph. It kind like scared me, I should really focus 

on the details; that‟s all according to that. 

 

 

 

Line 2: Doesn‟t “agree 

with Tom”, but his 

explanation does not 

suggest that the 

mistake lies in 

thinking in terms of 

directed numbers 

instead of their 

magnitudes (or 

absolute values).  

Line 4: he seems to be 

focusing on the fact 

that the errors are 

small and therefore not 

significant.  

 

 

Line 8: May be 

referring to SNT 

technique. 

 

Line 12: Was not able 

to recall this “graph” 

method and apply it to 

the example, and 

realized at this point 

that he should have 

paid more attention to 

the lecture. 

 

 

Line 14: We didn‟t 

know what he was 

referring to at this 

point, but we asked 
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13. Interviewer: So you need the details now to (pause) 

14. TA-2: Just the portion with the final answer kind of tells you there‟s 

something wrong with the method, you should depend on our general 

method. In the examples, while approaching the final answer, it 

shows you that you‟re missing some point. Like over here I was 

thinking about like it should be greater than –2, disregarding the fact 

that –1 and the entire interval between them. So, I realize that even I 

miss something in my original graph that I was drawing in my head, 

or the graph has something wrong in it.   

him about that after he 

solved the exercises.  

 

Interview after solving the exercises 

15. Interviewer: You said there is something wrong with the 

interpretation in the lecture? 

16. TA-2: Yes,  and  , then we are supposed to take 

 and not the other one. 

17. Interviewer: No, but it‟s not the intersection, is this or that. It is 

both because these are cases. 

18. TA-2: Yes, in the first case, . 

19. Interviewer: Yes, or . 

20. TA-2: Yes, if  so it will go to and increase so it takes 

the general case that says that satisfies both conditions. 

21. Interviewer: Yes, but it can also be greater than – . 

22. TA-2: Yes, any number that is greater than  is greater than – . 

23. Interviewer: Yes, I know but you are looking at the “and” and 

this is “or”. We had four possible cases, right? You have a 

solution for each. I think we ignored two of them, and finding the 

solution means putting together everything you find in the four 

cases. Finding the final solution means putting these four 

solutions together, OK? So you end up with just two cases: one is 

and one is . So, what does it mean to put this 

together? 

24. TA-2: To get the solution that satisfies both conditions.  

25. Interviewer: No, one or the other. 

26. TA-2: Oh, this is an “or”, OK. 

27. Interviewer: Within each case you have “and”. But then, when 

you put them together it is “or”, that satisfies this or this.  

Lines 16, 20, 22, 24: TA-2 

believes that conjunction 

not disjunction of the 

results of the cases should 

be taken. He is making a 

logical mistake here 

(negative Analytic 

Thinking behavior);. 

He is very stubborn in his 

conviction; it has become a 

conception with him.  

Only in Line 26 does he 

finally understand the 

interviewer‟s point. But he 

reveals the misconception 

again during discussion of 

Ex. 6, line 74.  

 

Line 20: He is thinking of 

inequalities as 

propositional functions, 

calling them “conditions”.  

 

Exercise 1, 2 and 3; Exercise 6 is mentioned briefly as well 

28. TA-2: The first problem it was pretty easy, just plug in the 

numbers.  

29. Interviewer: And you got? 

30. TA-2: 41. In the second [exercise] I got . The third one is 

never true. 

31. Interviewer: So in [problem] 2 you‟ve got some answers? 

32. TA-2: Yes, it‟s greater than – .  

Line 30 (see also Line 

56): Points to his 

solution in Ex. 3, which 

he started to do like Ex. 

2, but quickly noticed 

that there is no solution 

and wrote a complete 
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33. Interviewer: How you got it? 

34. TA-2: I took several cases, where I found that it is satisfactory that 

any number that‟s above –  is going to satisfy the equation. 

35. Interviewer: So you started off with…. 

36. TA-2: Over here I was trying the graph method, but regarding to 

what she [Interviewer] said using the “or”. I think this is pretty bad 

on that one. Over here I was checking off the sign, so it‟s positive, 

 and – , and then I took the cases.  

37. Interviewer: When it‟s greater than …[looking over the solution]. 

But where is your inequality? You didn‟t solve the inequality 

actually, did you? You just looked at these cases? 

38. TA-2: I took them and at the end I found out the final solution for 

the four of them. 

39. Interviewer: Because I think when you look at this case the 

inequality becomes [writing] less than . In this case this is not 

the problem, the first one, because you end up with –  which 

is true, it doesn‟t add anything. So, in this case ignoring it didn‟t 

really damage, but in the second case, what would you have?  You 

disregarded it, because already here you got a contradiction… 

[Interviewer continues to check the solution] In this case, ignoring 

the inequality didn‟t matter, in the first case, because it was trivial, 

but in the 3
rd

 one it did. So what you did here was actually you just 

took two conditions into account without (pause). So each interval in 

fact of the four solutions would have been intersected with the 

interval you‟d get for solving the equation. Why do you think you 

forgot it? 

40. TA-2: It‟s not that I forgot, I was just over-concentrating about the 

intervals, because I knew I should get intervals, so I was 

concentrating on that x is between  and  but I totally forgot 

about the fact that it has a condition. But I focused on it in number 

6.  

41. Interviewer: Did you get to the end of number 6? 

42. TA-2: No, I was about to (…) it‟s just like here I lost order because 

I was trying to remember the graph method, you know? I was just 

trying to reject the method that he did because I thought that it was 

complicated and this one is easier. But as I told you, when you were 

giving me the presentation, this method, it kind of makes you lose 

concentration on these points, here. And, exactly, I proved my 

theory. 

43. Interviewer: The graph method? What do you mean? 

44. TA-2: Join intervals and checking. 

45. Interviewer: Which intervals? 

46. TA-2: These intervals. 

47. Interviewer: For each case? 

48. TA-2: Yeah. And drawing the final interval [Back to discussing the 

solution to Question 2. TA-2 plugged in some numbers: 

, stating, “our answer is rite”] 

49. Interviewer: So what do you think of this method of checking? 

50. TA-2: It really helps. If you have mastered the method, it really 

helps to check out to find if you‟ve done something wrong. But if 

structural argument. 

(CB1; Proving).  

 

Line 34: Seems to be 

thinking that to solve an 

inequality consists in 

finding a sufficient 

condition under which 

it is true (weakness in 

logical sensitivity). 

„Satisfying the 

equation‟ appears to be 

symptom of thinking of 

inequalities as 

propositional functions. 

Lines 34-40  His way of 

solving the inequality in 

Ex. 2 reveals a 

confusion of RBC  with 

SNT: his “cases” are 

made of conjunctions of 

interval conditions only 

(the given inequality is 

omitted); in the next 

step of the solution, he 

tests if some numbers 

satisfying this 

conjunction of  the 

interval conditions 

satisfy also the given 

inequality. It is as if the 

numbers obtained in 

combining the interval 

conditions played the 

role of the “critical 

numbers” in SNT. 

When Interviewer 

points out to him that he 

ignored the main 

inequality in writing the 

cases, the student 

blames it on “over-

concentrating on 

interval conditions‟ 

(line 40).   

 

Line 44: He probably 

refers to SNT here.  

 

Line 50: Checks by 

numerical testing 
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you are doing like I was doing here, trying to remember and stuff, 

over here, and you get confused, then this really helps to find the 

final answer. Our teacher in secondary 3 told us that when you are 

writing a ministerial final exam, and you are in trouble, and you feel 

you are not able to solve then just plug in the numbers and try it to 

take the max from both sides, if you get an answer just write the 

interval like this.  

51. Interviewer: But it‟s not completely reliable, right? 

52. TA-2: No, no, because you might put a group of numbers which 

are in an interval that‟s not true and you consider the cases that are 

completely off. 

53. Interviewer: So how do you know you are right? 

54. TA-2: I think, I‟d rather learn this method, which I did in number 

6. 

55. Interviewer: OK, about [exercise] 3? 

56. TA-2: I tried to solve it but then I saw it‟s always impossible. 

Because absolute value of  is always positive and it can never 

be less than a negative number. 

(Proving). 

 

Exercise 4 

57. Interviewer: And the way you did [Exercise] 4 ? 

58. TA-2: I thought of using the method but then I saw that 

it‟s 5 here which does not have intervals. So if 

 then . And if  then  

and then . 

59. Interviewer: I see you didn‟t check with the numbers 

here. Why? 

60. TA-2: Because I was pretty certain of the answer, it 

didn‟t need any checking. It was pretty obvious. [In 

Question 2, it‟s not obvious] you might have something 

hidden in that. 

Line 58: symptoms of hypothetical 

thinking: several if…then 

statements.  

Line 60: “Checking” was part of 

solving technique, not an act of 

proving. 

 

Exercise 5 

61. Interviewer: And for the [exercise] 5? 

62. TA-2: It‟s the opposite case.  

63. Interviewer: You didn‟t really calculate very much, did 

you? (…) 

Line 62: Symptom of CB2.  

 

Exercise 6 

64. Interviewer:  Now tell us about the 6. 

65. TA-2: In 6 I used the method that was explained here.  

66. Interviewer: And why so, suddenly you (pause)? 

67. TA-2: Because I knew in number 2, I got myself confused, so I 

wanted to use the method over here and it was pretty easy just to 

follow. 

68. Interviewer: Yes, but aren‟t you forgetting about this inequality?  

[looking over the solution]. Actually how do you combine them? 

Line 67: Is aware that he 

was not applying the 

lectured technique very 

accurately in Ex. 2. He 

has been reflecting on 

the technique all along 

his solving process, and 

drawing conclusions 
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You did this, you did this, how do you provide your final answer? 

69. TA-2: I think I should draw the graph. 

70. Interviewer: Show us just for one how would you do? [TA-2 

drawing real number line and intervals on it] 

71. Interviewer: OK, that‟s for case one, but what is your final, final 

answer? 

72. TA-2: I draw the graph for all of these, and I get the final interval. 

73. Interviewer: How do you get it? 

74. TA-2: I keep drawing the graphs on the same line, and the 

intersection of all of them is my final answer.  

75. Interviewer: So you got this interval from the first, then the other 

were rejected, and you got this and this, now what do you make of 

this? 

76. TA-2:  to  and  belongs to minus infinity minus  unions 

 to plus infinity and then you say that there‟s no solution. 

77. Interviewer: Why?  

78. TA-2: Because this interval  does not satisfy this one, so 

you end up with no solution. ( 

79. Interviewer: But I think what you are doing here it‟s again what 

we discussed; within the cases you have “and‟, but in the final 

solution we have taken the union of all. 

80. TA-2: So I guess here we should take . 

81. Interviewer: You see, you are telling me there is no solution but I 

found  is a solution. It happens in this interval. 

82. TA-2: Exactly. 

83. Interviewer: The thing is you took the intersection. 

84. TA-2: I was taking the intersection, and I should take the union. 

85. Interviewer: Within “and” , “or” (is interrupted) 

86. TA-2: It‟s a different mistake. 

87. Interviewer: Why do you think it‟s a different mistake? 

88. TA-2: You just trapped me in a quiz I don‟t really like. Absolute 

values, I was always confused with them.  

89. Interviewer: Too many inequalities. 

90. TA-2: I always was a business student and we have to deal with 

real life numbers, and absolute values (shrugs his shoulders).  

 

from his experience. 

This is a symptom of 

Reflective Thinking.  

 

Line 74: The Interviewer 

explained in lines 15-24  

that the union should be 

taken, but TA-2 keeps 

thinking about 

intersection. Symptom of 

weakness in Analytic 

Thinking.  See also  line 

84.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 78: “satisfy”: 

regards inequalities as 

propositional functions 

that are satisfied or not 

by some numbers.  

 

Line 88: Has aversion to 

absolute values.  

 

Final interview 

91. Interviewer: What did you think about this lecture? 

92. TA-2: It was pretty informing because now I will never forget it I‟m sure. 

93. Interviewer: So, you are going to the School of Business.  

94. TA-2: Hopefully. 

95. Interviewer: Do you need 204 really? 

96. TA-2: Now I‟m in computer science. They told me “if you improve your grades in math, you 

might be accepted in [business school]”.  

97. Interviewer: That‟s why you are taking 202, 203 and 204, and you said you mildly enjoyed 

them. Is there anything stressful in the courses that you are taking?  
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98. TA-2: Unreal things. Like when you say “i” and you get into complex numbers, over there I 

stop believing the teacher. I said this is all lying, because it is not real, I know it is made for the 

service of physics but for me it‟s not real. 

99. Interviewer: OK, so you don‟t like complex numbers.    

100. TA-2: Anything that is not real, dealing with negative things. 

101. Interviewer: Even the negatives. 

102. TA-2: Most of the negative things. I don‟t know, if you have debit, then it‟s the negative of 

credit, and I know that here I can take your money, but sometimes you go into negative 

numbers and you say that this is a solution, for me it‟s not really believable.  

103. Interviewer: So these are things that you didn‟t like, the lack of reality.  

104. TA-2: Like sometimes the teacher proves that this is right and over here you say wait, this 

applies to the real life. For example, once I had a problem where somebody threw something 

from the top of a building, but it didn‟t fall down, it fall up due to opposition of forces, there 

were more forces to pull it up than to pull it down. 

105. Interviewer: So it was not a free fall. 

106. TA-2: It was not. This is what mathematicians do to the students. (sic!) 

107. Interviewer: They set traps. 

108. TA-2: Yes they set traps, to say we‟re better than you are. 

109. Interviewer: Same thing like absolute value problems? 

110. TA-2: This has traps, where is it? Where I replaced –  to . 

111. Interviewer: But this is a trap? 

112. TA-2: For you no, for me yes. 

113. Interviewer: I would consider number 3 as a trap. But you didn‟t fall into that trap. 

114. TA-2: In a stupid way I‟m good in math. Maybe because I was a scientific student in 

school, my parents made me go to scientific classes.  

115. Interviewer: OK. (…) 

PARTICIPANT TA-3 

Age: less than 21 

Math courses taken at the time of the interview: MATH 204 

Reasons for taking the courses: the course is a prerequisite for the course Mechanical 

Engineering, will need the math in future study, will need the math in future profession 

Experience in courses: mildly enjoyable, very stressful.  

Average grade in the courses: 63% 

Performance on exercises: Ex. 1, 4 correct; Ex. 2, 3, 5, 6 incorrect 

Interview after viewing the lecture 

1. Interviewer: Did you mark anything? 

2. TA-3: Yes, the first page [Jane and Joe story] I thought that 

[there are] too many pictures that took my attention completely 

off the material and stuff.  The second page [magnitude of the 

difference is called absolute value, intuition of the idea that 

absolute value of a negative number is its opposite], the way this 

was worded was slightly confusing, because it kept going on 

[about] the opposite of the negative two, I understand it but when 

I was listening to it, it was slightly, it threw me off a little bit, like 

I was to double-check and register what they said to make sure it 

was correct. 

3. Interviewer: Too many negatives? 

4. TA-3: Maybe yes, and page three was fine [about abstraction 
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from the context of errors and transfer to absolute value of a 

number; verbal definition of absolute value of a number].  

5. Interviewer: Page 4 [formal definition of absolute value]? 

6. TA-3: I marked (pause). Well, it was mentioned that the absolute 

value it is always positive and then here it says “in general the 

absolute value of a number x is equal to x for x greater than zero, 

and negative x for x less than zero”.  

7. Interviewer: Yes. 

8. TA-3: So, oh, OK, you see that‟s a little hard to understand, you 

know like it was negative x.  

9. Interviewer: You would think that negative x (pause) 

10. TA-3: It‟s going to get a negative value. OK, now if you just 

take the place of that [position on the number line] it makes sense 

but just after [seeing it for] the first time (pause).  

11. Interviewer: All right. 

12. TA-3: Yes, so that was it for page 4, as for page 5 this was 

maybe. It got a little boring at the end because you know it is step 

by step, by step. Looking at it it‟s just simple but the wordiness, 

you know, repeating and repeating and repeating, sometimes it 

gets either boring or confusing. Page 6 [beginning of Example 2: 

numerical testing] was fine I believe, page 7 [beginning of 

analytical solution of Example 2: application of the formal 

definition to the expressions on both sides of the inequality]  as 

well, page 8 [analytic processing of cases in Example 2] (pause) 

13. Interviewer: You marked? 

14. TA-3: I thought it was a little bit contradictory about what they 

were saying so I marked it so I can look at it after. So is this what 

the contradiction was here? They said that, in example 3 

[referring to case 3],  is less than one but greater than negative 

two [  and ] so that‟s fine, as for number 4 , x less 

than 1 and less than negative two [ and ] so less 

than one has to be zero negative 1, negative 2 . OK less than one 

and less than negative two it was contradictory they are saying 

here? 

15. Interviewer: Less than one and less than minus two is actually 

not contradictory but if you look at this inequality you get one 

less than minus two [ ] 

16. TA-3: That‟s where the contradiction is. 

17. Interviewer: So here, all right. 

18. TA-3: I said it‟s possible to have  less than  and then less than 

–2 so why is this contradictory? Page 9 [end of analytical 

solution of Example 2] was fine, straightforward, page 10 

[numerical testing of the result of Example 2]  as well, it was 

nice. Prove the correct and prove false. 

19. Interviewer: And I have the exercises, right, so you start doing 

them, you can use this paper for that, and this [slides] you can 

look at it. 

Line 6: The lecturer was 

saying “the opposite of x”, 

not “negative x “, but the 

student saw “–x” and read 

it “negative x” because this 

is how students (and 

teachers as well) usually 

read it.  

 

Lines 8, 10: Expresses a 

difficulty with the 

definition of absolute 

value; is used to thinking 

that –  is “negative ” and 

so represents a negative 

number; he knows that 

absolute value is never 

negative so there is a 

contradiction for him. This 

notion might be a 

consequence of a notion of 

number based on a 

Sign+AMN conception of 

number, with a 

consequence that a letter 

without a sign can only 

represent non-negative 

numbers. But his 

awareness of the difficulty 

means that he is in the 

process of overcoming it. 

The lecture may have 

triggered the process.  
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Interview after solving the exercises 

20. Interviewer: So, you‟re having problems with what? 

21. TA-3: No. 3 and no. 6 

22. Interviewer: OK. 

23. TA-3: Mainly I have some difficulties with the inequalities in absolute value on each side. No. 

4 and no. 5 for example I have no problem with, that‟s if I got them correct, I hope. But I‟m 

getting lost when I‟m solving 3 and 6.  

 

Exercise 2 

24. Interviewer: So, [exercise] 2 what did you do here?  

25. TA-3: Well, it‟s extremely messy but I tried to follow the steps 

they did in the lectures which was state all the four cases, state their 

boundaries and then, like for example, if it‟s greater than zero, I take 

what I‟d get and then I‟d compare with another value but for 

[exercise] 2 for example I have 4 cases since each side had an 

inequality (slip of the tongue, perhaps? Refers to absolute value 

expressions), and then I would write down the boundaries and I‟d 

simplify the inequalities and I see where I‟d get contradictions so I 

can cancel it out, so I‟d be left with two best scenarios and I would 

work to get one inequality, for [exercise] number 2 for example I got 

when  (pause), no,  , sorry.  

26. Interviewer: (looks at the last part of the student‟s solution, where 

only two cases are listed, since the other two have been rejected as 

internally contradictory. The student has written “1) , 3) 

”, and concluded “So ”, writing 

below, as his final answer . Interviewer does not understand 

why the student has chosen to ignore the condition that x should be 

greater than 0) But also greater than zero? You have two 

inequalities: between  and  [ ] and the other one is 

is less than  only. Why you chose  (pause)? 

27. TA-3: Why did I choose? Hold on (pause). I‟m not sure actually. 

(mumbles) My last solution was this, but why did I do this I‟m not 

so sure.  

28. Interviewer: You didn‟t check that, did you? Suppose you 

checked, if you decided to check what would you do? 

29. TA-3: I will take a number in between the boundaries I have set, 

and then I would plug it into the inequality of the problem and see if 

it goes. Like I was saying I was having difficulties with the ones 

with two inequalities on the sides. (pause) 

30. Interviewer: So, if you take , it‟s outside of these 

boundaries, so it should be false. Could we try? 

31. TA-3: x =2 (calculates) It‟s correct.   

32. Interviewer: Yet you excluded it. 

33. TA-3: Yes, why was that? I don‟t know. 

34. Interviewer: OK, what would you do if you had the time? 

35. TA-3: If I had time, I would have to solve the problem again. 

Line 25: 1. With regard 

to the apparent  if… 

then statement, it only 

has the form of a 

conditional reasoning, 

but it may refer to a step 

in a procedure: in a case 

labeled by an inequality 

where an expression is 

greater than 0, I 

perform such and such 

actions. In the written 

solution, there are no 

implications, whether in 

the form of words if… 

then, or in the form of 

arrows; cases are 

described using “and” 

as “&”, except for one 

formulation of case 3 

where a single arrow 

occurs; this arrow may 

not mean an 

implication; the student 

has used it as a 

graphical connector in 

another place in his 

solution.  

Line 28: No checking: 

negative Proving 

behavior.  
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Exercise 3 

36. Interviewer: All right, question 3 you were saying you had a lot of 

trouble with it? Why? 

37. TA-3: I had difficulty coming with one answer and the other thing was 

that, I didn‟t know, was I supposed to include the “ ” into the greater 

than zero and less than zero?  

38. Interviewer: Well, minus three is just minus three.  What the absolute 

value applies to is only . 

39. TA-3: OK, that‟s why. I didn‟t include it but (pause) 

40. Interviewer: But you had doubts about it, you didn‟t know what to do. 

So what were you actually trying to do? You were saying “case 1 greater 

than zero”. What was to be “greater than zero”?  

41. TA-3:  and  when separately they‟re both greater than 0, when 

, [then] the absolute value of  is  and then [if] 

, [then] the absolute value of  would be , that‟s why 

I was writing greater than.  

42. Interviewer: Yes, but then you have boundaries for the  right? Because 

in fact  0 so . 

43. TA-3: And  would be greater than . 

44. Interviewer: And , so where is it really? It‟s “and”. 

45. TA-3: So it‟s between –3 and 1 

46. Interviewer: Did it ever occur to you to draw a line? Cause it has to be 

both. 

47. TA-3: No, never occurred to draw a line. 

48. Interviewer: Well, I might do it because otherwise I don‟t see anything 

[drawing the sketch of the line and the respective intervals]. – , , greater 

than , greater than – , so I‟d say it must be greater than  to satisfy both. 

49. TA-3: Right. 

50. Interviewer: So greater than  and then what you get? 

51. TA-3:  is less then . 

52. Interviewer: x is less than 0, so it is here. So, then again it‟s an “and”, so 

it should be here and here [drawing] 

53. TA-3: Which is impossible.  

54. Interviewer: So first case it‟s impossible and yet because you ignored 

these conditions, you got that everything is OK. 

55. TA-3: Cause I wasn‟t thinking as “and-s” that‟s why, that‟s where I was 

lost. So for this case, if they are both less than zero.  

56. Interviewer: That‟s both less than zero, so what is it? 

57. TA-3: So it‟s going to be? 

58. Interviewer:  is less than –   

59. TA-3:  is less than –  

60. Interviewer: And… 

61. TA-3:  is less than . 

62. Interviewer: So it has to be less than – , right? [ following student‟s 

solution] 

63. TA-3: So  is less than zero. 

64. Interviewer: Are you sure? 

65. TA-3: No, actually  is greater than zero. (made the mistake of not 

changing the direction of the inequality when dividing by a negative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 41: Here, 

there is an 

implicit use of 

if… then 

statements: 

symptom of 

hypothetical 

thinking 

 

Line 42: ignores 

interval 

conditions; they 

are written but 

serve only as 

labels for the 

cases. Writing 

them is a 

symptom of PB3.  
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number) 

66. Interviewer: So  less than –  and greater than . 

67. TA-3: OK, so those two are gone. Then we have case number 3.  

68. Interviewer: OK, so what case was it, you took positive here, so 

greater than – .  

69. TA-3: And  less than . 

70. Interviewer: So it‟s between… 

71. TA-3: Between –  and . When I reduced it I got is greater than . (…) 

So it‟s false as well. Now case 4 when we have negatives when the left 

hand side. 

72. Interviewer: ? 

73. TA-3: Yes, and then a positive on the right hand side,  , I believe 

(made a mistake in his calculations when doing this alone and got x < 3 

instead of x > 0; doing it in presence of the interviewer made another 

mistake and got x > 1) 

74. Interviewer: OK, so look at this.  

75. TA-3:  and 1 this cannot be possible. 

76. Interviewer: Even that is impossible. So all four [are impossible]. OK, 

yes, did we actually have to do all this work? 

77. TA-3: Good question (pause) Ah, I‟m not so sure (pause) How can we 

tell? I don‟t know. 

78. Interviewer: Absolute value is always positive or zero. (Hint) 

79. TA-3: Oh, all right. 

80. Interviewer: Why? 

81. TA-3: This means it is going to be zero or something positive and this is 

going to be –3 times something zero or above so it‟s going to be either zero 

or something negative and that can‟t be greater than the left hand side.  

82. Interviewer: Yes, so all this was a lot of work for nothing. So your 

exercise 3 concerns are done?  

83. TA-3: Yes. 

84. Interviewer: But why you were bothered about that? There is something 

that didn‟t work for you? 

85. TA-3: I guess there was like at the end, like I told you, I wasn‟t sure. I 

didn‟t know that they have to be the two conditions at the same time. I 

don‟t know, maybe thinking one of them (pause)   

86. Interviewer: What kind of answer you were aiming at? Was it two 

numbers and  in between, was that what you were trying to get? 

87. TA-3: Yes.  

88. Interviewer: But if you get an answer like  for example, is that not 

an answer? 

89. TA-3: No, no, it can be an answer but I was trying like they did in the 

slides where they got, they worked it out and kept reducing so that‟s what I 

was trying to do and (pause)  

90. Interviewer: It wouldn‟t reduce? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 81: After a 

hint (line 78), 

TA-3 makes a 

complete 

structural 

argument. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 4 

91. TA-3: No, but I was successful in number 4 and 5, I believe. 

92. Interviewer: All right, let‟s look at (pause) 

93. TA-3: Number 4, it was the absolute value of  less than 

Line 92: “if… then and 

“conditions”: symptoms of 

Hypothetical Thinking  
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, so we have two conditions when  is greater than zero 

[then] we have , when  is less then zero we have 

negative  so when we used both conditions I believe I get 

– . 

94. : And you were happy with this? 

95. TA-3: I checked and it was. 

96. Interviewer: You checked with a few numbers. 

97. TA-3: So –  falls into this category, and it was correct, number 

 as well and it was correct.  

98. Interviewer: You didn‟t try anything bigger than 3. 

99. TA-3: No, I just tried inside.  

100. Interviewer: So just to confirm and not to (pause) 

101. TA-3: Not to prove it wrong, but we could do that right now. 

But the student ignored 

interval conditions again, 

which is a symptom of 

negative Hypothetical 

Thinking behavior. 

 

Line 95: student checked 

his answer: symptom of 

Proving behavior.  

Exercise 5 

102. Interviewer: OK, so what did you do in [exercise] 5? 

103. TA-3: I got the (pause) what‟s it called? When I combined both (pause) 

104. Interviewer: Contradictory? 

105. TA-3: They were contradictory. Is that wrong? 

106. Interviewer: What is the contradiction? 

107. TA-3: If  is greater than  and less than –  how is that [possible]? 

108. Interviewer: Ah, sometimes the “and-s” and the “or-s”, for you (pause) 

You want these to be true simultaneously? In each case it must be “and”  but 

between them it‟s one or the other, so it can be greater than  or less than – , 

it can‟t be anything between though, look at those [in exercise 4]: because it‟s 

less than  you get  between two numbers. And this is just the opposite so 

those that are less than  or greater than  are good for being greater than . 

So here you didn‟t have to do all this work because it is just the complement 

of what you got here. (…) 

Line 105: The 

student took 

the 

conjunction of 

the results of 

the cases and 

obtained, of 

course, a 

contradiction. 

Symptom of 

weakness in 

Analytic 

Thinking  

Line 108: PB2 

 

Exercise 6 

109. Interviewer: The last one was bothering you, too. You‟ve 

given up probably. 

110. TA-3: Pretty much, yes. 

111. Interviewer: Why? Tell me what did you do here?   

112. TA-3: The same steps as the ones before with the two 

inequalities at the same time. I have written it down, so for the 

first one, what blew me off I believe it‟s just the same example 

of what we have here where I was thinking they have to be 

simultaneously correct, because I got, for case 1,  was less 

than . And then for case 2, I got thrown up the window, and 

then case 3, I got , and case 4, I got . So these 

were  

113. Interviewer: Contradictory. 

114. TA-3: Contradictory and it just looked confusing I guess. 

115. Interviewer: OK, were you taking these conditions into 

account?  This is case 1? So,  must be greater than … 

Line 112: became aware of 

his mistake of taking 

conjunction of cases, which 

he made again here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 115:  was writing the 

interval conditions but not 

taking them into account in 

writing the conclusion from 

analyzing the cases; symptom 

of PB-3. 
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116. TA-3: Greater than or equal to . 

117. Interviewer: So, what have you got here [sketching]? 

There‟s  and  and then there is another number that is 

interesting , so that‟s about  right ? 

118. TA-3: Yes, about 2. 

119. Interviewer: So let‟s forget the first case there. So  is 

greater than… 

120. TA-3: . 

121. Interviewer: This, and then … 

122. TA-3: Greater than –  also. 

123. Interviewer: Yes, but then if it‟s … 

124. TA-3: If it‟s greater then –   it‟s greater than . OK 

and then I got  is less than .  

125. Interviewer: So it‟s somewhere here [drawing] in this 

area. So this is in a way. The first case is consistent so far. 

Now [case] 2? 

126. TA-3:  but  so that was inconsistent I 

believe. 

127. Interviewer: Yes, that you found. 

128. TA-3: Case no 3, I got  and , which is 

approximately  we said. 

129. Interviewer: So is less than . 

130. TA-3: Yes, OK and then I got . 

131. Interviewer: OK, so it is here [drawing]. So, actually you 

got this or this.  

132. TA-3: Yes. 

133. Interviewer: So, there is no inconsistency.  

134. TA-3: There is one inconsistency out of the four. The 

fourth one was when  but also less than –  which is 

correct. 

135. Interviewer: OK, so it must be less than –  and then  

must be greater than 01 over 49, and that‟s impossible. So 4
th
 

goes out so you have these two only and they are consistent 

because it‟s an “or”. 

136. TA-3: I guess when you put it on the line it makes more 

sense. (…) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 124: If… then: symptom 

of Hypothetical Thinking 

 

 

Final interview 

137. Interviewer: So just tell me when you normally do assignments and tests, are you 

interested in knowing if you are right or wrong? 

138. TA-3: Actually, yesterday I had my Math 204  midterm and one of the problems we were 

given was two equal matrices one had numbers and the other had for example  and I had 

to write my own matrix and solve it by Gauss-Jordan. I did so and I got my  values; 

when I plugged them in to check in the end, check all the 4 equations I was given, all three of 
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them were correct except for the last one, so I looked at it again and I found that I made a small 

mistake so I fixed that and I fixed all throughout the problem and I got different values for all 

four of them, checked those again and once again all three of them were correct except for the 

last one. (habits of Proving behavior) 

139. Interviewer: That‟s frustrating. 

140. TA-3: It was extremely frustrating but I eventually got it. Like I found the small mistake 

again.  

141. Interviewer: What was the small mistake, was it a sign, or … 

142. TA-3: I was multiplying one row or something to get rid of something else, but when I 

added the two together I forget to add one, I just eliminated what I was looking for and I just 

forgot about the one number after.  (…) 

143. Interviewer: I wanted to ask you some questions about your life there. So you are a young 

person, why are you taking this 204, you didn‟t take it in [college]? 

144. TA-3: Actually, it was a prerequisite for the Faculty of Engineering. I actually have taken 

the course, I just didn‟t get a good grade. 

145. Interviewer: Where, in [the college]? 

146. TA-3: No, I have taken it at [the university]. I wasn‟t in [college] before I came here; I was 

in [another country], where I‟ve done high school. I have my high-school diploma, so they, in 

order to, I guess for the prerequisites for all the engineering courses I believe are my Math 205, 

203, 204, 202. I have taken all those, I unfortunately was on probation and was asked to repeat 

204 to get a better mark, which is why I‟m retaking it now, but the initial reason I took it is 

cause it‟s a prerequisite for some of my courses and because I needed it for my profession. 

147. Interviewer: Now, about these courses, you said that they are mildly enjoyable. Why not 

very or not at all? What would you change in these courses to make you more happy about 

them? 

148. TA-3: It‟s I guess, I don‟t believe, it‟s just the material. It‟s very stressful, like I was saying 

doing in my exam. I enjoyed setting up the matrix and everything, it was perfect, it was simple, 

but then when I solved and checked my answers and I didn‟t get the correct one, I got stressed, 

and I have to do it again and still didn‟t get them correct, and I got even more stressed. So, it‟s 

just that because matrices involve so many steps that if you go wrong in one little thing you 

throw off your answer completely. So, that‟s why I believe it‟s stressful because they require 

pages and pages of this rewriting the matrix and reduce it and then the slightest thing can throw 

you out. So, that‟s why I believe they are stressful, and they are slightly enjoyable, but not 

extremely. Some other math courses may be more enjoyable, for example Calculus II with the 

integrals and everything, [Math] 205 I believe. I enjoyed a little bit more Math 205. 

149. Interviewer: Yes?  But still same things apply that you have said.  

150. TA-3: True, but I don‟t know, matrices, I don‟t know, there are around 15 numbers 

sometimes 3 by 4 , 12 numbers; when you‟re adding them just maybe if you make one mistake, 

one tiny mistake, whereas when if you‟re looking at integrals, you have let‟s say  square times 

, it‟s right there in front of you , you have two different things to do opposed to twelve. So, 

I believe maybe that‟s why it‟s stressful and not too enjoyable. (…) 

151. Interviewer: What is more exciting about calculus, as opposed to algebra? 

152. TA-3: Well, I don‟t know, linear algebra I find, maybe I‟m just concentrating more on the 

matrices part of linear algebra and that‟s why I‟m hating it a little bit, but linear algebra as a 

whole (pause) What were some other topics in linear algebra? 

153. Interviewer: Well, the problem of eigenvectors and eigenvalues which appears in many, 

many situations, I think, in engineering, because eigenvalues or eigenvectors they are the 

invariant lines directions. (…) Row reduction of matrices is something very basic, it‟s like 

addition and multiplication in first grade. 
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154. TA-3: Yes, it‟s not difficult. But it‟s, how can I say this? There is a lot of potential to go 

wrong. Because there are so many numbers, you know. I just find, maybe it‟s a little boring, but 

it‟s not difficult, row reducing matrices is definitely not difficult.  

155. Interviewer: Of course, a machine can do it… 

156. OK, now about the lecture, how would you rate the stressfulness of this particular lecture 

and what would you do to improve it? 

157. TA-3: Well, as a whole, I don‟t believe the lecture was stressful. It wasn‟t stressful at all 

actually.  

158. Interviewer: Boring? 

159. TA-3: Not extremely boring actually, it was not too boring, it was maybe too much 

repetition and then it went from too many pictures to no pictures at all and also not a smooth 

transition, but it wasn‟t too boring, no, it was just like I said, maybe sometimes the repetition or 

something, solving the simplest of equations maybe. 

160. Interviewer: Takes too long.  

161. TA-3: Takes too long and maybe that‟s where the student might take his attention 

elsewhere. But overall, it was not bad at all; it was good. 

162. Interviewer: OK, I think that‟s it. 

PARTICIPANT TA-4 

Age: 21-25 

Math courses taken at the time of the interview: MATH 204 

Reasons for taking the courses: will need the math in his future study 

Experience in courses: mildly enjoyable, not at all stressful.  

Average grade in the courses: 85% 

Performance on exercises: Ex. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 correct; Ex. 6 incorrect 

 

Interview after viewing the lecture 

1.Interviewer: You didn‟t mark anything? 

2.TA-4: I found this a little bit (pause) There is a little bit of confusion 

when presented with a series of, uh, these statements, uh, yeah, OK, it 

looks complicated but if I have a little time to think about it it‟s not that 

complicated. 

3.Interviewer: You mean conditions on page 7 [derivation of the four 

cases from applying the definition of absolute value to the two absolute 

value expressions of the inequality in the worked out example 2 in the 

lecture]? 

4.TA-4: Yeah, it looks like a much more harder part of the lecture. So 

usually what I really favor in some mathematic is to present some 

theorem and then not developing more and more this theorem but 

giving some example before proceeding further, because, like here, I 

see this, OK, if you want, and then it continues, so, what do we do, and 

when we are back with this, yeah. 

5.Interviewer: You mean the particular cases? 

6.TA-4: Yeah, yeah, with… 

7.Interviewer: No, no, page 10 [checking the solution by numerical 

testing].  

8.TA-4: OK, we are here, this I perfectly understand. We substitute our  

by something. 

Lines 4, 8, 10: 

Preference for 

numerical testing 

over analytical 

reasoning. TA-4 

never even 

attempted to use 

RBC in the 

exercises; he 

consistently used 

SNT. He believed 

however that he used 

the lecture, because 

numerical testing 

appeared in the 

lecture.  He will also 

say later that he 

appreciated the 

introduction to the 

notion of absolute 

value, and that he 

reflected on the 
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9.Interviewer: So you understand the substitution part. 

10. TA-4: Yeah, yeah! I understand how it works, and to say that, like 

 will produce something like this. 

11. Interviewer: So you were annoyed by the amount of theoretical 

and algebraic manipulations? 

12. TA-4: Yeah.  

formal definition and 

unconsciously used 

it in exercise 4. 

Therefore we cannot 

say that the lecture 

had no impact on 

him.  

 

Interview after solving the exercises 

13. Interviewer: We just want you to tell us how you did the things, one by one.  

14. TA-4: Hmm… 

15. Interviewer: And we want to know how do you know it‟s right. 

16. TA-4: I did it for some more intuitively. For this one or… 

17. Interviewer: Wait a minute, but let‟s go one by one 

Exercise 1 

18. TA-4: The first one? Oh, yeah, yeah. This one was very easy because 

you just calculate. This is  , and the absolute value is . Here this is, if I 

am correct, . So it‟s . Oh, no! no! I observe something that I forgot. 

There is still the absolute value. 

19. Interviewer: You forgot the absolute value. 

20. TA-4: For all the thing. So if my instant correction is right (pause) 

21. Interviewer: Because first you wrote  and now you corrected it 

and it‟s 1. So how sure you are this is correct, now? 

22. TA-4: Well, the absolute certainty would be with a calculator but even 

on my calculator I‟m not sure there is such thing as absolute value. It‟s not 

like algebra where you can test if it‟s the wrong number. Here, it‟s just that 

I know that if my arithmetic is right. To be sure I can check once again. 

Line 22: Notion 

of inequality: 

TA-4 seems to 

believe that in 

algebra 

propositions 

have relative 

value of truth 

(they are 

propositional 

functions), they 

can be “tested” 

using numbers. 

 

 

Exercise 2 

23. Interviewer: OK! So now question 2.  

24. TA-4: Question 2. First, I tried intuitively, because you can try 

with , this is very nice, when you plug in , so  then becomes  

because of the absolute value and here it‟s , so it‟s equal, so the 

solution must be something below  or above  because we are not 

seeking an equality. So if we try for anything below , [then] here it 

will make an addition, because, like, , , it‟s like . And 

here, it will make some subtraction, , no ,  and then . 

So it will return a smaller result. So I think the solution is (pause)  

25. Interviewer: Why are you hesitating? 

26. TA-4: I am not sure if I should include or not the , here. I have 

this hesitation. I changed and then (pause) because here it should be. 

So it‟s . So it‟s equal, so I will update and exclude my . So I say, 

above , to infinity, because let‟s say, if we take something very big, 

like , then here it‟s , and here  so, yes, it‟s true for 

this case. Yeah, I can test for every number to infinity, but I think we‟ll 

Lines 24, 26: 

when…so, if…then: 

symptoms of 

Hypothetical 

Thinking; 

“because”: justifies 

his conclusion: 

symptom of Proving  
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leave it that way (chuckles). 

 

Exercise 3 

27. TA-4: And here [in exercise 3] I was quite puzzled, 

because I tested. I tested for , for a negative and for a positive 

and I observed, well, this, because this will be positive because 

it is absolute value, multiplied by a negative, it gives only a 

negative, and here it gives only a positive. So it is impossible 

that this is smaller than (pause)  Impossible? (hesitates)  

28. Interviewer: Why are you hesitating? 

29. TA-4: I am thinking because if it was a fraction perhaps it 

would be different (pause) Like if it was  and here. 

No, I think it‟s (pause) Yeah, yeah, no, I should not complicate 

it, because it‟s sure that this is positive and this is negative and 

positive is bigger than negative. 

Line 27: His written solution 

already contains a structural 

argument; his oral 

justification is more 

complete (reference to a 

property of abs.val.): 

Proving behavior. 

Line 29: Checking his 

solution again, and being 

convinced by the structural 

argument. This argument is 

not a mere formality or ritual 

for him. Symptom of 

Reflective thinking. 

 

Exercise 4 

30. Interviewer: Question 4.  

31. TA-4: Here, I found it a bit easier, because you don‟t have, like, a 

variable with a constant term, and then a variable and another constant term, 

so here I solve it as an equation, as if it were an equality [hypothetically], 

and I observe, if we have three, so – , , so it‟s equal, so it‟s not what we 

are searching. Or, if this is set up as a negative, it‟s , so it‟s  

so  and it‟s also equal. And if we try something between these  and , 

but excluding the specific value of  and , like , , and  is smaller than 

. But anything below or above, it will make something that will be bigger 

than .  

32. Interviewer: You tried it in your head, when you calculated? How you 

are sure that anything below  and above  is (pause)? 

33. TA-4: If it‟s  it gives in absolute value and , it‟s   in 

absolute value, it‟s bigger, so the same thing. It can only apply with smaller 

numbers. And similarly, , so it‟s ; with  it‟s , so (pause). If we 

increase the number then we get the same pattern.  

34. Interviewer: What gave you the idea of solving the two equations? It‟s 

not what was done in the lecture? 

35. TA-4: It was my original idea. 

36. Interviewer: How did you come to think about equations? 

37. TA-4: Well, because it looks (pause) it would look (pause) I found that 

it would look nice for an equation, if we‟d forget for a moment the inequality 

and absolute value, so I just thought of solving this as an equation and 

getting a number, so I checked (pause). Well, if we get , what happens, so 

it‟s , which will be equal to , so this gives me an indicator that something 

is going on with , so there must be a smaller or bigger than if we check 

numbers smaller or bigger than . So the  becomes some kind of threshold.  

Lines 31, 37: 

“as if…”; “if 

we‟d forget for 

a moment”; if… 

so: symptoms 

of Hypothetical 

Thinking  
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Exercise 2 revisited  

38. Interviewer: Is it the same technique that you were using 

here [Exercise 2], with the , in a way, when you were looking 

for (pause) No, here you were looking for, for , what 

happens, if . 

39. TA-4: Yes, this one is more intuitive in [Exercise] 2, 

because here, when I later checked my work  

40. Interviewer: How did you check? Which work? The 2 or 

the 4? 

41. TA-4: When I was all done, I quickly checked my thing, I 

just asked, what if I applied the same thing to here, –  equal 

, if I get rid of  here… – , oops!, it‟s not very 

helpful.  

42. Interviewer: OK, – .  

43. TA-4: If I make – , so what? 

44. Interviewer: When you get rid of , what do you get?  

45. TA-4: If I get rid of  and here I make,  

46. Interviewer: No. 

47. TA-4: No? Uh-o! 

48. Interviewer: .  

49. TA-4: Yeah! (chuckles) OK, how do I interpret that? Well, 

I should not interpret that and just don‟t think about it.  

50. Interviewer: (laughs) 

51. Interviewer: But how do you know here that the result is 

correct? 

52. TA-4: For [Exercise] 2?  

53. Interviewer: How did you check? 

54. TA-4: I tried for the , because , it‟s easy, so  becomes 

1. And here, one, so value 1, 1, OK. So if we check below, what 

happens, , it‟s , and here it‟s , so we got a problem 

here. And if we do it with even smaller negative numbers, like 

, , or . Here, –10 + 1= 9, so  is not smaller than . 

So if we go below our equality, that is when , [then] it 

won‟t give us that. It won‟t be true. But if we go above our , 

then I observe, like, , , , and that will be smaller 

than . ( 

55. Interviewer: Your way of solving was also your way of 

checking. You solve by checking a few values, right?  

56. TA-4: Yes. 

Lines 39, 41: checking: 

symptom of Proving; 

Line 41: Symptom of 

Hypothetical Thinking: 

“what if…”.   

Note: There is a lot of 

symptoms of Hypothetical 

Thinking in TA-4‟s 

discourse. We will only 

mark some of them and stop 

commenting on them in the 

right column.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 54: “it won‟t be true”: 

Symptom of understanding 

inequalities as propositional 

functions.  

 

Back to Exercise 4 

57. Interviewer: In Exercise 4, you not only solve the equation 

, but also the equation – . Why?  

58. TA-4. Well, when I checked that, as I said, I found it [the 

definition] a bit annoying, but, I observed that, OK, here we 

negate, and quickly reminded, when studying the absolute value 

function and its notation, that (pause), because it‟s tricky, when 

Line 58: Realizes the value 

of the formal definition, 

which annoyed him at first. 

This shows that the lecture 

was not lost on him. 

Symptom of Definitional 
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we have the positive and the negative, because the negative 

somehow becomes positive and I wanted to check here my , if 

I put here , what‟s going on (pause)  

59. Interviewer: ? 

60. TA-4: So, , , , OK, it‟s not exactly the case. But, 

here, if I have this side negative, because I am just not 

considering these (pause) 

61. Interviewer: These absolute values brackets. 

62. TA-4: For that part.  Because here, well, in fact, it‟s like an 

equivalent of the absolute value, because if I have , here it 

will give me , ;  is not equal to , but with the 

addition of the  [sign], the result will become .  

63. Interviewer: So here you looked at two equations, and in 

question 2, maybe if you put plus in front of both expressions, 

and perhaps, if you put some negatives here and there, then in 

some cases it might make sense. And I think this is what was 

done in the lecture.  

64. TA-4: Yeah, yeah, I observed that.  

65. Interviewer: And do you know why four cases were 

looked at here?  

66. TA-4: I‟m not really very sure, here. I became a little bit 

lost with the bracket. OK, yeah (looks at the notes). So (pause) 

Because when I see absolute value, I say, oh yeah, sure, I know 

that! So, why all this! This looks complicated, why getting so 

nasty on absolute value, but perhaps with my subconscious, I 

consumed these and indirectly implemented it.  But I don‟t 

think this is a very rigorous analysis. (everybody laughing) 

67. Interviewer: Psychoanalysis perhaps! (laughing) But 

(serious now) with one absolute value in the inequality, you got 

two cases.  

68. TA-4: Yes. 

69. Interviewer: But here you have two absolute values.  

70. TA-4: Uh, yeah, but here I kept it more simple, because 

71. Interviewer: Where? 

72. TA-4: For [Exercise] . No, here, it‟s just arithmetic. 

Number , because just  , so I found it as more easy. 

Here [Exercise 4], it is a little more work because we have a 

multiplication here. 

73. Interviewer: (laughs) OK, just because it is multiplied by 

, it makes it more complicated! 

74. TA-4: Well, no, not exactly, but it‟s just, here it‟s , , 

OK, so you can deal with it easily. But here, it‟s just that it‟s all 

on one side, and here you have this and this, and this remains 

untouched whatever happens here.  

75. Interviewer: OK. One of these questions is even more 

complicated because you have a 50 in it! 

76. TA-4: Yeah, yeah. 

 

Thinking.  

Same line: There are signs of 

an intuition of the 

relationship between AMN 

and DN here.  

 

 

 

Line 62: Consciously applies 

the definition, now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 66: Shares his initial 

reaction to the formal 

definition, and how he seems 

to have nevertheless 

“subconsciously” learned it 

and then applied.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 74: Distinction between 

constants and variables: 

Analytic sensitivity 
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Exercise 5 

77. Interviewer: OK, let‟s look at [Question] number 5, now.  

78. TA-4: OK, so number 5, I observed that it‟s just exactly the same 

thing.  

79. Interviewer: As? The same as? 

80. TA-4: As number 4, but it‟s a different side for the sign of the 

equality, inequality. So I just checked if this is exactly the same thing, 

numbers are the same, sure, sure, the same thing, I use the same 

method, it‟s the same thing, but it‟s reversely, instead of within  

and , it‟s the reverse set.  

81. Interviewer: Why? 

82. TA-4: Because, if I use, on the other one, on the other one, let‟s 

say, , so, , , , so it‟s bigger than 5. But if I use 

something between  and , let‟s say, , one will be 

smaller than this one. So this one was quite easy because it was just 

some extension of this one, number 4.  

Lines 78, 80: symptom 

of reflective thinking: 

CB2 

 

Exercise 6 

83. Interviewer: And what about [Exercise] 6 ?  

84. TA-4: ? This looks nasty a little bit, so I tried here the same 

method as here [solves ]  I do this, so I ended 

up here, , OK. That‟s fine, thank you, but 

unfortunately, I‟m not very good to figure out . 

85. Interviewer: Well, this is . 

86. TA-4: I don‟t have a calculator. 

87. Interviewer: You wouldn‟t be happy with just writing ? 

That‟s not an answer for you? 

88. TA-4: Yeah, but I like to know precisely what it is, because 

I‟m pretty sure this will pop up later on, and perhaps I will have 

to calculate more. Because I like to calculate, if I have a case, if I 

have a number,  exactly, if I have a number, like here, if I 

substitute my  by , so is it exactly , what it will give me, 

I don‟t know. So I have an uncertainty here, so I prefer not to 

touch it, because I am unsafe with (pause) 

89. Interviewer: Fractions?  

90. TA-4: With fractions. 

91. Interviewer: Suppose you had a calculator? 

92. TA-4: Well, if it‟s fractions like  under , OK, I know it‟s 

, it‟s fine, but with a calculator, yes, I would feel more 

comfortable (silence) to find out, in the first place, what is , if 

it‟s some irrational number that I should round up (pause) 

93. Interviewer: Irrational?  

94. TA-4: I mean something that goes on to the infinity. 

95. Interviewer: So  and so on, that would be an irrational 

number for you?  

Line 84: TA-4 is not 

comfortable with fractions. 

He is used to working with 

decimals, approximations, 

and is very dependent on 

his calculator.  

Line 88: Fractions are 

emotionally related with 

feelings of uncertainty, 

lack of safety. His early 

experience with 

mathematics at school was 

not good, as he will say in 

the Final interview.  

Line 92: for him, a number 

with infinite decimal 

expansion that is not 

periodic (see line 98) is an 

“irrational number”, and 

this is fine but he believes 

that a fraction could have a 

non-periodic decimal 

expansion. 
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96. TA-4: Well, I am not sure if that‟s a correct term to define 

numbers like  and all sorts of numbers and it goes on 

forever. 

97. Interviewer: And if it is zero point three repeating then it is 

not an irrational number, is it? 

98. TA-4: No, I‟m not talking about periodic number. 

99. Interviewer: All right, all right. 

100. TA-4: So here I tried a method similar to number 2, trial and 

errors. So if it‟s , it doesn‟t tell us much because , yeah,  is 

smaller than , but here, if we look quickly,  here, so how 

do we get   there? So, it‟s using 2. OK, so we might look 2, 

what, what‟s happening, so ; and here, 

. OK. But if I use something bigger, because this here 

[ ], if we write it as a function, it‟s evolving slowly 

because of 1, each time we have one to the , but here [ ] 

in addition to the one to the , we have , so we must be careful, 

because it gets quickly bigger. 

101. Interviewer: Did you think of sketching these graphs?  

102. TA-4: Oh, no, no. 

103. Interviewer: So just qualitatively, this is growing faster and 

this is growing slower, but (pause) 

104. TA-4: I didn‟t see the purpose of drawing, because these are 

just linear functions, it‟s pretty easy to understand. But because 

we have a not very round number that gives us an equality, here, I 

have some uncertainty because, OK, if we calculate 

, yes, this will be smaller than this here. But I observe here, 

if we calculate, if we use  for our , so this will 

be bigger than this. So at  it works very fine and at , not, 

but if we use something in between them, like , it will be 

, yes, it will be smaller than this. So there is a solution, 

between  and .  

105. Interviewer: Between  and , actually, you have 

calculated that, so you are closer than that. So you would be doing 

that by successive approximations.  

106. TA-4: Yeah, if it‟s,  if I‟m on my own, without any tools for 

calculating. 

107. Interviewer: A calculator would have been helpful there? 

108. TA-4: Uh  

109. Interviewer: What would you do with a calculator? I‟m 

going to give you a calculator. Let‟s see what you would do with 

it.  

110. TA-4: (calculates) 

111. Interviewer: What did you do? 

112. TA-4:  OK, so it will be rounded. So if I 

multiply  by this answer minus 1, it‟s , and if I do 

, I get , so we get a number for which this is 

an equation, an equality, so yes! And I observe that if we have  

here as our , then the left side is smaller than the right side, but if 

we increase just a little bit our , we can get some additional 

Line 100:  

(a) For TA-4, the method 

he is using is “trial and 

error”; it is, but the choice 

of the trial numbers for 

testing the inequality is not 

random and resembles the 

SNT technique.  

(b) Symptoms of 

Hypothetical Thinking 

(if…[then]); Proving 

(justification of statements: 

“because of 1…”). 

(c) “it‟s evolving slowly”, 

“it gets quickly bigger” : 

symptom of a good sense 

of use of letter as variable.  

Good sense of function.  

 

Line 104: The example of 

this student shows how 

much power there is in 

theoretical thinking: his 

tendency to reflect on his 

solutions, to ponder the 

meaning of definitions, to 

justify things to himself, to 

hypothesize and his sense 

of letters as variables gave 

him enough autonomy of 

thought to figure out a way 

to solve the given problems 

exactly or to find a good 

approximation of the 

solution, even though he 

had trouble following the 

analytic technique (RBC) 

presented in the lecture. He 

behaved as if he did not 

feel bound to follow a 

procedure but could use 

whatever ideas he found 

useful in the lecture to 

develop a technique of his 

own. It is exactly this kind 

of behavior that we found 

prevalent in the VA group, 

where the atmosphere of 

freedom of choice of 

solution technique was 

explicitly and intentionally 
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solutions. So I guess with that 2.06, the solutions would be 

something between  and , excluding the , because that 

point gives an equality, and the  is an approximation. 

113. Interviewer: Well, I could go a little further, because your 

 would probably work as well.  

induced by the 

mathematical organization 

of the lecture.  

 

 

 

114. TA-4: Yeah. And for between  and  

115. Interviewer: So now you are looking at the left limit, you are trying to figure that out? 

116. TA-4: That, I am not sure what to seek (Silence) I don‟t (pause)  to do there (pause) 

117. Interviewer: You see, in [Exercise] number 4, you were actually solving two equations to 

get the (pause) limits (pause) right? 

118. TA-4: Mhm.  

119. Interviewer: And you only had one absolute value. And here you have two absolute 

values, but you just solved one equation (chuckles). 

120. TA-4: Yeah, well (pause) Perhaps I should do the same thing by negating them.  Let‟s try.  

121. Interviewer: Negating them both? 

122. TA-4: Oh, yeah, because if I negate both, [then] it will give me, uh, the same thing, I 

think?  

123. Interviewer: Mhm… 

124. TA-4: But if I negate only one, I don‟t really know what‟s happening, because if I negate 

one, then we must choose which one, and is it leading us to anything that is worth further 

investigation (Silence) 

125. Interviewer: Which one would you pick then? 

126. TA-4: (Aspires) We can try both (resolutely).  

127. Interviewer: (chuckles) 

128. TA-4: It‟s better to try something than just say, „I don‟t know‟ (mockingly). We can get 

partial grades! 

129. Interviewer: (chuckles) Partial grades! 

130. TA-4: (Long silence; writes – , , ) Oh,  

wrong here, it‟s a little mistake, it‟s not  but  (crosses out from 101 on; replaces by 99, 

gets 1.941176470588, but writes down only  ). So, what happens if we plug in 

  (types on the calculator;  writes ); and   gives me  . Ah, so it‟s 

not negative, and we will take it here perhaps as a rounding error, or (pause) 

131. Interviewer: What are you looking at? What are you verifying? This equation, or this 

inequality? 

132. TA-4: This equation, if I negate one side… 

133. Interviewer: You are plugging it back in? 

134. TA-4: Mhm (mumbles) Uh-o (pause) I didn‟t (pause) No, I did … 

135. Interviewer:  will be negative, , it‟ll still be negative, and there is a 

minus at the beginning, so it should be plus! 

136. TA-4: Yess! If I did it in a proper way (Silence; keying in something on the calculator; 

redoing the calculations) it‟s . So this  is a little bit confusing, is it a rounding error, or 

it‟s just not equal (pause)  uh (pause) If I try here, we observe that (pause)  

137. Interviewer: How come you got exactly  by multiplying by ? 

138. TA-4: Yeah, that‟s a good question! 50 multiplied by   minus 1, it guarantees us a 

negative and this is . So I was a little bit surprised, too 
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139. Interviewer: If you multiply by  you get  and then you divide by , then, exactly, 

yeah! (chuckles) But didn‟t you (pause) What exactly were you dividing? What did you have on 

the right hand side? OK,  divided by . 

140. TA-4: Yes.  

141. Interviewer: What was your answer? ? 

142. TA-4:  

143. Interviewer: So it‟s just an approximation 

144. TA-4: Yes. If we use, on that side, something more accurate (types  , then does “ANS” 

). Well, it‟s still . So I don‟t understand exactly why we have this difference.  

145. Interviewer: It‟s all round-off errors, but (pause) 

146. TA-4: Exactly. 

147. Interviewer: That‟s why I don‟t like using approximations. 

148. TA-4: Yeah.  

149. Interviewer: Actually, in linear algebra, when you do row reduction of a matrix, and get, 

say, , and the calculator, or you treat it as a . 

150. TA-4: Yeah, and then you do row operations, rounding error to rounding error, it gives you 

junk! 

151. Interviewer: Exactly. And there‟s a whole part of linear algebra that looks at the 

sensitivity of solutions to round-offs, and you would be amazed how big the differences are. So 

these are all approximations. If you calculated with fractions, and took  and you substituted 

it into the original, then you would have an equality. OK, but let‟s assume that this is a 

somewhat good solution to this equation, then what would you do?  

152. TA-4: I would reversely check if this would give me the same thing (writes 

), if we negate the other side (Silence; TA-4 is solving the equation) so I think, 

yeah, if I am correct,  is equal to  divided by , so it‟s exactly the same thing. So if we 

treat this fraction as our threshold for this,  if we compute it on… I‟ll try (punches something on 

the calculator) 

153. Interviewer: What are you doing here? 

154. TA-4: I‟m trying, if I use this, here. 

155. Interviewer:  divided by ? 

156. TA-4: Yes, that we get here and here, if I compute it within this. 

157. Interviewer: Absolute value inequality at the beginning? 

158. TA-4: The statement at the beginning, if it gives me still an equality? 

159. Interviewer: But now you are just taking the exact fraction. 

160. TA-4: Well, yeah, I observed, I learned my lesson (chuckles). 

161. Interviewer: (chuckles). 

162. TA-4: So, … here the same thing plus  (punches on the calculator using the 

rational representation mode for numbers; he should be getting 

; but there is some problem because (pause) Now, what‟s 

wrong? (tapping on the calculator; in the notes, he writes “ …” above the left side of the 

inequality, and above the right side he writes “ …”; and is probably bothered by the 

difference; he crosses out the ) 

163. Interviewer: But now you are using decimals again. 

164. TA-4: Yes. I asked the machine to convert. (punching again on the calculator, redoing his 

calculations with the decimals and now gets equality in the first two decimal digits after the 

comma) So it‟s nine eight zero five dah-dah-dah. So, yeah, it also gives us that.  Sooo, we can 
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say that here, instead of saying that our solutions are there, it will be better to say, it‟s (writes 

 ) 

165. Interviewer: Fractions, again. 

166. TA-4: Well, yeah, there, I tried this, and I observed, OK, so, you know, this looks better, 

so I‟ll use it, it looks better.  

167. Interviewer: OK, so were solving two equations there, you get two numbers, and 

somehow you know that the solutions to the inequality are between these two numbers. 

168. TA-4: Yes. 

169. Interviewer: Between the smaller and the greater. Why not outside of it? 

170. TA-4: Because if (takes the calculator again)… 

171. Interviewer: So you are again on your calculator. 

172. TA-4: So, OK, so I said it‟s by trial and error, I observed that it‟s something between  

and . So we observe this is equal , so we got our guy here. 

173. Interviewer: (Chuckles) 

174. TA-4: and here, this would be something just a little bit smaller than , because here at  it 

was  smaller than . 

175. Interviewer: But how do you know that between these two numbers there isn‟t one or two 

numbers that do not satisfy this inequality? 

176. TA-4: I‟m not sure there is not one (pause) 

177. Interviewer: Or an interval, for that matter! 

178. TA-4: I don‟t think that,  I didn‟t really think there could be one. No, I don‟t think there 

could be one, no. 

179. Interviewer: Why? How can you be so sure? 

180. TA-4: You are giving me such uncertainty! (chuckles) 

181. Interviewer: (chuckles) 

182. TA-4: If it was something with  and things like that, OK, one must be very careful, 

there can be, in between, but here, the power one variable, when we get our interval, it‟s, that‟s 

it! 

183. Interviewer: What do you see in your mind, when you think about the linear functions 

here, when you (pause) Can you describe what you see? 

184. TA-4: I try to see with the lowest possible and the highest possible, and then I try to test, is 

it working for the things in between, yeah (pause) 

185. Interviewer: But that‟s arithmetic, but you seem to see lines, right? Can you draw what 

you see?  

186. TA-4: (laughs) No, I don‟t see much lines, I see more lines when I seek to explain it. 

187. Interviewer: That‟s your explanation, but not how you think. 

188. TA-4: No, when I do it. What did I think when I was doing it? Well, it‟s, when I got the 

values for the equality, then I know that anything that‟s below will behave in the same way, and 

above, it will behave in another way, but as we increase it‟s always the same, so I deduce from 

that. Of course, the best is to test with every number, but, no, and we can create a computer 

software who can do a very fine job. 

189. Interviewer: You could still miss this one number that doesn‟t satisfy the inequality. But 

you don‟t do that because you have some kind of theory. 

190. TA-4: Intuition. 

191. Interviewer: That, when it‟s linear functions then, in principle, these equations give you 

the border values, and everything that‟s in between satisfies, and everything that‟s outside, 

doesn‟t. 
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192. TA-4: Yeah, because, when I do this, I know I‟ll have no surprise, and there it‟ll still be 

this, we won‟t have anything “oops!” It‟s very predictable, so we really get like, granted. 

193. Interviewer: Let‟s draw these functions.  Can you draw this function, .  

194. TA-4: So (draws axes, see page 3 of TA-4‟s solution sheet) 

195. Interviewer: When will it cross the –axis? 

196. TA-4: Let‟s say our  is , so our coordinate will be  

197. Interviewer: The –intercept. And the ? 

198. TA-4: And the  it will be , so , so x 

199. Interviewer: So it‟s something very small but positive. 

200. TA-4: Yes, because I know very simply that, let‟s say, at , if , it‟s . Let‟s say, 

if there wasn‟t a  here, if it was , so it would be  and here , but we go down , so it 

will be  here, and . So we just need to compute two coordinates since it‟s linear, let‟s say 

this is linear. 

201. Interviewer: But it‟s the absolute value of that, so it‟s not linear. 

202. TA-4: So that‟s not a very good function. It would be “V”. 

203. Interviewer: Yes. Where would the vertex be? 

204. TA-4: I think that would be (pause) this? Let‟s say if we try. If we had an  of , so it 

would be there, so, yeah… Let‟s recall that it can only be positive. And if we have  (see 

Figure 1).  

 

 

 
Figure 1. TA-4's drawing during the interview 

 

205. Interviewer: But if you put  (pause) 

206. TA-4: If we put  as ? 
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207. Interviewer: Yes, so the (pause) 

208. TA-4: – , so it‟s the same, true… 

209. Interviewer: But it‟s the absolute value… 

210. TA-4: So?  Oh, no!  

211. Interviewer: So it‟s . 

212. TA-4: Yes. So, it would be somewhat different. But the slope, I think, it‟s the same 

thing. It‟s our coefficient inside of it, so it‟s still . So if we try, if we have  as 

– , it‟s , or, , . So, yeah, I see it, the smallest possible value is , so the 

 is that, it‟s here, intersect (pause) 

213. Interviewer: The smallest possible value of y?  

214. TA-4: Yes (hesitates). 

215. Interviewer: I don‟t think so. You actually calculated (pause). It‟s  for , isn‟t it? So 

it can be  as well. This is probably your  (points to intersection of the right branch 

with x-axis). 

216. TA-4: Oh, yeah, if it‟s  it‟s . Oh, OK, yeah.  

217. Interviewer: So you are not exactly visualizing graphs of these (pause) 

218. TA-4: No, not exactly, I am not drawing exactly the graph in my head, it‟s just, I‟m 

using it more intuitively on how it is. 

219. Interviewer: So basically you are seeing it as  grows fast… 

220. TA-4: Yes. 

221. Interviewer: and  doesn‟t grow very fast. So where that would be on this 

graph? 

222. TA-4: Yeah, it‟s more like here (pause). One hundred, so if it was simply a linear 

function, then it would be (pause) 1 and 101 (…)  

223. Interviewer: So you are thinking that there [beyond the intersection] the fastest 

growing one is always above so it shouldn‟t be there, the values above this intersection 

would not work. 

224. TA-4: Yeah, because since here it‟s growing fast, so here, it‟s smaller, it‟s smaller, and 

at some point, very early, it‟s there, so it‟s not anymore good. But, since it‟s absolute 

value, if we go down, instead of going down it‟ll go up. 

225. Interviewer: OK, so you see it very vaguely? 

226. TA-4: Yes, vaguely, because I wasn‟t sure exactly for this, so it‟s not high accuracy, 

and I didn‟t graph any absolute value function since a few years, and if you don‟t practice 

specific things for a few months, oops! 

227. Interviewer: OK.  

Final interview 

228. Interviewer: We were always asking you, as you may have noticed, how are you sure 

this is correct. This is what we are interested in. So we‟d like to ask you, if, outside of the 

context of these problems, when you are writing a test, doing homework or doing any 

mathematical problems, are you even interested in knowing if your answers are correct?  

229. TA-4: Yeah. Unless I am absolutely desperate and I see: no, I don‟t know this, and 

there is some time left, so I can try something, and if I know my thing I won‟t complete it 

or I don‟t know then I don‟t see any point in checking because I have no solution, but if 

it‟s a nice exam and everything is going well, I feel prepared and I did all of it and there 

is still some time left, then, yes, it‟s a good thing to veri (pause), to check once again and 

to verify. 
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230. Interviewer: And how do you verify? 

231. TA-4: For everything it‟s different: for a graph you can check, if you plug in a few 

points, if it works well. For finding an inverse matrix, you multiply it with its non-inverse 

and if it doesn‟t give you the identity, then, oops!  (symptom of structural-analytic 

thinking in linear algebra, certainly a sign of theoretical thinking) So you try in several 

cases, to do it on the reverse side or, just check… If it was the example on the textbook, 

you can yourself try to play around with it, if it‟s fine or it‟s not. If you understand also 

your thing and it‟s neat, then (pause) If you wrote something and you read once again, 

and oh, is this a 4,  is this correct, like (pause) Check especially for the dumb mistakes 

– , so check carefully. 

232. Interviewer: (chuckles) Your signs. Was it useful at all for you, the lecture? 

233. TA-4: More or less, for the… I found it interesting to start the lecture with Joe and 

(pause) I don‟t know how, who observe very quickly some common mistake, like, here, I 

have a difference of 1, I,   is a bigger mistake, no no no! It‟s not the way it works. I 

said, “no”, because, no! It‟s not that and that quickly made, I made a quick review of how 

to think correctly with absolute value.  

234. Interviewer: So that part was useful. Not the algebra. 

235. TA-4: Yes, I found that very interesting to start with one case. And this, too, on the 

(pause) 

236. Interviewer: The number line. 

237. TA-4: The axis, because it‟s unavoidable, when we talk about absolute value, the idea 

is just that we take the size of the thing and we don‟t care about the sign, that‟s the idea 

of absolute value. As for (pause) yeah, the example‟s OK (pause) This [the definition] is 

nothing new, but a little more algebraic version… (his notion of number is not 

Sign+AMN; he does not interpret –x as a negative number; absolute value is understood 

as the size).  

238. Interviewer: When you were studying absolute value first, was it this definition with 

the brackets?  

239. TA-4: Not within brackets.  

240. Interviewer: What was the definition that you learned?  

241. TA-4: What I remember is that you do the operations within the absolute value 

brackets, and then you get rid of the negate. (this sounds like AMN conception of number, 

but see lines 58, 237) 

242. Interviewer: Was it in high school? 

243. TA-4: High school or late [college].  

244. Interviewer: What kind of program were you in in [college]? 

245. TA-4: Human sciences. I did my equivalent of MATH 536 at the end of my [college], 

because at the end of my high school I had bad experience with mathematics and so I 

said, oh no, you know, math it‟s out of my life and then I observed in Political Science 

Review – because I am more interested in political science – that, yes, you can have 

VERY interesting mathematical applications and then if you completely avoid math, 

well, you got philosophy, with it‟s pompous blah-blah, Plato revisited, so OK, what kind 

of job you get after studying that? Teaching? I‟m sorry, but the answer is, No. And if you 

make some policy analysis for efficiency, and efficiency is a more economics concept, so 

in economics you got more math. But the problem is that, in high school, it won‟t really 

interest you, the math, because math teachers are more, uh, with the natural sciences 

teachers, and so the applications of math in high school are not in economics because 

there‟s almost no courses in economics, it‟s physics and chemistry, so in late high school 
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for social science, math is absolutely irrelevant, or so you think. It‟s only later on that I 

observed that it‟s a very important methodological thing. 

246. Interviewer: In fact, that‟s another question we had. You‟re taking MATH 204, but 

what is your future study?  

247. TA-4: Yeah, it‟s not exactly a prerequisite, because last year I tried the ECON 325, 

Mathematics for Economics I. It said that the prerequisite is MATH 208 and 209, that I 

did, but when I got in the course, no, it‟s (pause) it‟s much more than 208 and 209 

[Calculus for Business School candidates], and in the mid-term, perhaps I didn‟t study 

hard enough, but I got 25 [percent], so I dropped [the course], and I said, “see you next 

year”. And I thought of taking MATH 204 [Vectors and matrices] because, yes, there is 

power in the 208, but it‟s just matrix operations in it, but it‟s not just matrix operations in 

the ECON 325 and so I‟m seeking stronger foundations in that. Because if I had taken, in 

[college], the Human Sciences Business and Administration, I would have done my 

equivalent of linear algebra. So I am doing what I would have alternatively done. 

248. Interviewer: About the courses you are taking, you said it‟s “mildly enjoyable”. Why 

not “very”?  

249. TA-4: Well, I‟ve never seen a course in math where you can, where you would have 

passions and hot debates
1
 of issues and things. It‟s just, “sit down, this is the way it 

works” (sic!) OK, perhaps in some six hundred level courses of math, in seminars, but 

no, not in the two hundred, like these, no, no, you have the textbook, you have the 

teacher, there might be an error, but still, there is no point in debating the theory. Of 

course, you can debate with yourself, to understand, yeah, but, so I see it as a tool 

required. So it‟s not (pause) If I had something between “very” and “mildly” I would 

choose it, but it‟s not like going to your math class and “yessss!”. But it‟s not “wow”, no. 

And it‟s not stressful at all, because since I got some introduction to matrices and it starts 

with matrices, then I can get a comfortable start. So it‟s not very stressful and it‟s in the 

summer term, I have one course and one part-time job less than 20 hours a week, so there 

is not excuse in saying, I have a rush and can‟t do my assignment. No, it‟s bad planning. 

250. Interviewer: OK! Thank you very much.  

PARTICIPANT TA-5 

Age: less than 21 

Math courses taken at the time of the interview: MATH 203 

Reasons for taking the courses: the course is a prerequisite for Physics courses 

Experience in courses: mildly enjoyable, very stressful.  

Average grade in the courses: 47% 

Performance on exercises: Ex. 1 correct; Ex. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 incorrect 

 

Interview after lecture 

1. TA-5: (page 3, underlined “ ”) I don‟t understand what this means.  

2. Interviewer: The absolute value of  is equal to the opposite of itself. 

Actually, here you are explained what the previous… 

3. TA-5: OK.  

4. Interviewer: So when the number is negative, its absolute value is the 

opposite of the number, no?  

5. TA-5: OK, OK, OK.  

Line 1: TA-5 

seems to have 

problems with 

negative 

numbers. 

 

Her solutions 

                                                     
1
 One can have debates only if statements are treated as hypotheses, not as unquestionable truths.  
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6. Interviewer : What was bothering you here?  

7. TA-5: I just didn‟t follow. 

8. Interviewer: Was it too fast? 

9. TA-5: No, it‟s just that my mind went somewhere else.  

10. Interviewer: page 7 (underlined “3. ”). 

11. TA-5: I underlined because, like, what does this mean, I don‟t understand.  

12. Interviewer: Here you are in the case  and . So you 

have to take each of these cases. (gets entangled in explanations, repeats the 

previous two times, then laughs). There are two cases for each expression, so 

for the two you have four: in case 3 you are taking the second case for the 

first expression and the first of the second expression. And, of course, in each 

case, the inequality becomes (pause) so you have to look, in each of these 

cases, what is the absolute value.  

13. TA-5: OK.  

14. Interviewer: Conform to your definition here. You didn‟t underline any of 

the other cases but only case 3. Is there something special about this case 3? 

15. TA-5: No, no.   

16. Interviewer: In general what is your opinion about that? 

17. TA-5: In general, I can‟t understand math easily. My [background] in math 

(pause) [is] a bit low. So sometimes, I (pause) it‟s easy, but I don‟t 

understand what they are asking me. 

18. Interviewer: Is that because of the [English] language? 

19. TA-5: Yeah, perhaps because of the language. 

20. Interviewer: Were there any words here that you didn‟t understand?  

21. TA-5: Uh, No.   

suggest that her 

understanding 

of the use of 

letters in 

mathematics is 

only as 

placeholders. 

She attempted 

solving all 

inequalities by 

substituting 

some numbers 

into them, 

rather 

randomly.  

 

 

Interview after solving the exercises 

Exercise 1 

22. Interviewer: What did you do here? 

23. TA-5: I just calculated the absolute values. 

24. Interviewer: Yes? 

25. TA-5: This is the answer.  

26. Interviewer: I see you replaced  by  and  by  So you 

have | . And then you wrote . How did you get the ? 

27. TA-5: Because of this minus? 

28. Interviewer: So you just did – ? 

29. TA-5: Yes.  

30. Interviewer: Is it because absolute value of  is ? 

31. TA-5: (Hesitantly) Yes? 

32. Interviewer: And then you wrote absolute value of  is . 

33. TA-5: (Hesitantly) Yes? 

34. Interviewer: But you are not sure? 

35. TA-5: (giggles) No, I am sure.  

 

Lines 31, 33: 

TA-5 was very 

unsure of 

herself.  

 

Exercise 2 

36. Interviewer: And then you went to these inequalities. How did Line 37: Has poor notion 
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you do them? 

37. TA-5: I took the value 4 to prove this inequality, and it did 

prove because 3 is smaller than 5, for this value, so it proves this 

inequality. 

38. Interviewer: So you checked for . I see that you also 

checked for .  

39. TA-5: Yeah. 

40. Interviewer: And was it still true? 

41. TA-5: Yes.  

42. Interviewer: And then you did . It‟s still true? 

43. TA-5: Yeah. 

44. Interviewer: And then [you wrote] “so the inequality holds for 

2, 3 and 5” 

45. TA-5: and all the positive numbers.  

46. Interviewer: How do you know that? You checked only for 

three numbers, all positive, so how do you know it‟s true for all 

positive numbers?  

47. TA-5: Mhm.  

48. Interviewer: You didn‟t check for any negative numbers? 

49. TA-5: No.  

50. Interviewer: So how do you know it‟s not true for any 

negatives?  

51. TA-5: (giggles) 

52. Interviewer: Let try something. . . That‟s what on 

the left hand side? 

53. TA-5: (silence) 

54. Interviewer:  is what? 

55. TA-5: (silence) It‟s minus two? 

56. Interviewer: Should I write the absolute value? 

57. TA-5: Yeah 

58. Interviewer: And here [points to right hand side]? 

59. TA-5: It‟s . 

60. Interviewer: So the absolute value of [points to ]? 

61. TA-5: It‟s ? 

62. Interviewer: [writes ] 

63. TA-5: (Silence) 

64. Interviewer: Is that true?  

65. TA-5: No.  

66. Interviewer: OK, so for  it doesn‟t work.  

67. TA-5: Yes.  

68. Interviewer: Is this why you said here that the inequality is true 

for positive numbers? OK, you said that the inequality is true for 

positive numbers. You didn‟t say that it is not true for negative 

numbers. But were you implying this?  

69. TA-5: (Silence) 

70. Interviewer: Did you think that it‟s not true for negative 

numbers?  

71. TA-5: No, I didn‟t think that.  

72. Interviewer: But would that (checking for ) be enough for 

you to claim that this is not true for negative numbers?  

of proof in mathematics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 71: TA-5‟s answer 

suggests that she does not 

necessarily understand 

“solution” of an inequality 

as the set of ALL numbers 

that satisfy it. It may mean 

a set of some numbers that 

satisfy it. Thus, although 

she does not think of 

inequalities as being “true” 

statements (as TA-1 was 

thinking) and accepts that 

they may be true for some 

numbers and false for 

others, her notion of 

inequality is not close to 

that of a condition on 

variables which defines a 

certain set from the domain 

of these variables. 

Therefore, we cannot see a 

symptom of Hypothetical 

Thinking in her testing for 

numbers as saying, e.g. 

“inequality holds for 2”, or 

“this is false”.   

 

 

Line 75: Numerical testing 

is not a symptom of 

Proving in her case: this is 

her method of solving the 

inequalities.  
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73. TA-5: Uhm (hesitates). 

74. Interviewer: I plug in , I see it doesn‟t verify, so I claim that 

it is not true for all negative numbers? Is this what you would 

put? 

75. TA-5: Yes.  
 

 

Exercise 3 

76. Interviewer: Number three. What did you do here? 

77. TA-5: I was confused a little bit here, but I did it anyways.  

78. Interviewer: You were confused? Why? 

79. TA-5: I was confused because in the (pause) 

80. Interviewer: lecture? 

81. TA-5: lecture, it‟s like condition three, it says, contradiction and we 

just ignore it [looks through the hard copies of slides]. Here. No sorry, 

it‟s this one. So I don‟t know.  

82. Interviewer: Cause there was a minus something so there was a 

contradiction with this?  

83. TA-5: Yeah.  

84. Interviewer: Wait a minute. So this was case 2 (page 8), there was a 

minus in front of  and there was a contradiction with that. 

85. TA-5: Yeah. 

86. Interviewer: So you saw that minus here and you thought this 

was a contradiction. 

87. TA-5: Yeah.   

88. Interviewer: So. 

89. TA-5: But I don‟t know what that contradiction means.  

90. Interviewer: You don‟t know what that contradiction means. What I 

see here is  which doesn‟t contain any contradiction, right? 

91. TA-5: Yeah.  

92. Interviewer: But what are you doing here? You are substituting  

for , yeah? 

93. TA-5: Yeah. 

94. Interviewer: (goes over the calculations with the student; it takes 

two turns for her to realize she made a mistake saying that  is 

) It‟s absolute value of  here. 

95. TA-5: Oh, I forgot about that.  

96. Interviewer: The absolute value of  is? 

97. TA-5: . 

98. Interviewer: 2. So you get 2 less than -6.  

99. TA-5: OK. 

100. Interviewer: Is that a contradiction?  

101. TA-5: (Silence. Long. Ends up saying, very shyly) I mean, yes. 

102. Interviewer: You see why? 

103. TA-5: Because  is smaller than . 

104. Interviewer: Yes! So here is your contradiction. 

105. TA-5: Oh, OK.  

Line 77: TA-5 

approached Ex. 3 the 

same way she 

approached Ex. 2. 

This is a symptom of 

PB1.  

 

Line 81: the word 

“condition” is misused 

to refer to a case. 

 

 

 

Line 89: TA-5 does 

not see a contradiction 

if it is a contradiction 

between two 

conditions on 

variables. 

 

Line 94: TA-5 wrote 

 in her 

solution, treating 

abs.val. brackets as 

ordinary brackets.   

 

 

 

 

Line 101: Uncertain 

about contradiction in 

a numerical statement, 

too.  
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Exercise 4 

106. Interviewer: Four. What did you do here?  

107. TA-5: I took  to prove the inequality. And I got this [ ] 

which proved the inequality. 

108. Interviewer: Aha.  

109. TA-5: (Silence) 

110. Interviewer: When you say “prove”, do you mean “probe”, 

“check” because you are not sure? 

111. TA-5: (Silence) 

112. Interviewer: You take  and you get this is this is “proved” in 

this case because this is true?  

113. TA-5: Yes.  

114. Interviewer: And then, if it is true you are saying that “the 

inequality holds for” this number. So, if I understand well, you are doing 

something that, in the lecture, was done, in this example, when we are 

trying things [the lecture, p. 6, contains the expression used by the 

student, “inequality holds for ”]. So you were following this type 

of reasoning? 

115. TA-5: Yeah.  

116. Interviewer: But you were not satisfied with just checking one 

number? You also checked 5? 

117. TA-5: Yeah.  

118. Interviewer: And then, what did you get?  

119. TA-5: False. 

120. Interviewer: False. So “for this inequality all the values are 

possible below ” (reads the solution).  

121. TA-5: Yeah. 

122. Interviewer: For  it‟s OK, for  it‟s not OK 

123. TA-5: Yeah 

124. Interviewer: And you say it‟s OK for all numbers below  

(Silence) And if it‟s two and a half, you didn‟t think of checking this?  

125. TA-5: No. 

126. Interviewer: If it‟s two and a half, for example. 

127. TA-5: No, no.  

128. Interviewer: Let‟s try. Because if it‟s below  it could be 

, you know! Let‟s try . (calculates; student has 

trouble following, needs having things repeated. Interviewer gets , 

TA-5 agrees that this is true). Let‟s try  now (calculates, asks TA-5 

how much is  but she has trouble with that). 

 

Line 107: for TA-5,  

to solve an 

inequality is to find 

numbers that “prove 

it”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 115: Like TA-

4, TA-5 was inspired 

by the numerical 

testing parts of the 

lecture. Unlike TA-

4, however, she 

could not use 

theoretical thinking 

to figure out 

plausible solutions 

to the inequalities. 

Her behavior was 

that of Procedural 

Knower; she had no 

notion of definition, 

proof or variable, 

and her notion of 

number was close to 

AMN: Sign+AMN.   

Lines 124-127: 

seems to have 

trouble with 

numbers other than 

whole numbers.  

 

 

Exercise 5 

129. Interviewer: So here, too, you verified a few things. How do you 

make these guesses? How do you know you want to check for 4 and 6? 

130. TA-5: (after a silence) I just calculate in my mind for some 

numbers, trying , and then when it‟s greater than , I just do it.  

131. Interviewer: You chose . Why not ? How do you choose 

your first number? 

132. TA-5: Smaller than .  

Line 130: Did not 

mention or use the 

relationship between 

Ex. 4 and 5; just used 

the same solution 

method as in all other 

inequalities. Hence no 
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133. Interviewer: So this  plays a pivotal role. So you take 

something smaller than  and something bigger than . 

134. TA-5: Yeah. 

135. Interviewer: And then? (...) So it holds for  and  and that‟s it? 

136. TA-5: No, it holds for all positive numbers. The negative, I didn‟t 

try.  

137. Interviewer: All positive numbers. OK, so let‟s take 1. Two 

times 1 minus 1 is 1. 1 is not greater than 5.  

138. TA-5: No, sorry, sorry, not all of them. 

139. Interviewer: Would it hold for 3? 

140. TA-5: No, 5, it‟s going to be equal.  

141. Interviewer: Equal. 

142. TA-5: So it‟s above 3. 

143. Interviewer: OK, I see what you think. You are actually solving 

an equation. And you find that for 3 it is equal to 5. So it starts getting 

bigger for  greater than 3.  

144. TA-5: Yeah.  

145. Interviewer: OK.  

146. Interviewer: But wouldn‟t there be some negative numbers for 

which this was true? (tries , gets false, tries , gets true). So by 

guessing like this, you are getting some numbers for which this 

inequality is true but perhaps not all of them. 

CB2. But also no PB2 

because  she did not 

repeat in ex. 5 any 

calculations done in 

ex. 4.  

 

 

Line 136: Again 

reveals her inaccurate 

notion of solution.  

 

 

Exercise 6 

147. Interviewer: What did you do here? You substituted  

and  and what did you conclude? “All the values below 

2”. Why did you choose 2, again, to check?  

148. TA-5: Because it‟s easier? It‟s a small number.  

149. Interviewer: Nothing to do with 50 or 100 or anything? 

150. TA-5: Like I multiplied by 2 in my head and I got , 

so it was going to verify the inequality. (…) I did it in my head. 

If I take 2, I‟m gonna get 100, and minus 1 so this is gonna be a 

smaller number than 100, and here I am gonna plus it, so this is 

gonna be greater. It has to be greater, so I took 2. I also thought 

of 3, but then this is getting higher, because I am going to 

multiply it here, so it‟s gonna be greater than 100 and then here 

I am gonna plus it so it‟s gonna be smaller. 

151. Interviewer: So you tried 3 and it was getting higher, so 

then you decided to do something less.  

152. TA-5: Yes. 

153. Interviewer: When you said all numbers below 2, did you 

think of negative numbers as well or just the positive numbers? 

154. TA-5: No, I didn‟t think of the negatives. 

 

Line 148: Her method could 

be described as 

“opportunistic numerical 

testing”: she chooses 

numbers that are small and 

make calculations easy.  

Line 150: Here she reveals, 

however, that maybe there 

are some more rational 

reasons for the choice of the 

numbers. She says she was 

deliberately going for 

numbers that were likely to 

verify the inequality. 

 

Line 154: Negative numbers 

have not become a natural 

part of her notion of number.   

 

Final  interview 

155. Interviewer: You didn‟t actually apply this elaborate method 

shown in the lecture to do the exercises. Why?  
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156. TA-5: I didn‟t quite understand really well. 

157. Interviewer: MATH 203 (Calculus), you take it as a 

prerequisite for physics? 

158. TA-5: Yes. I also have to take 205.  

159. Interviewer: What is your background? 

160. TA-5: I just came to [this country]. I finished college but I 

didn‟t do math for four years. So I am doing math after 4 years now. 

In [science] I did my science in college, in the medical program, so 

for that I didn‟t have to take math.  

161. Interviewer: So now you have to make up for these math 

courses. You want to be a doctor?  

162. TA-5: Yes.   

163. Interviewer: You found the courses very stressful. What‟s so 

stressful about these courses? 

164. TA-5: I am doing math after 4 years, I‟ve forgotten some of the 

stuff. When I don‟t know how to solve a question on an exam then 

all the things I know they just go out of my mind. I put minus instead 

of plus. 

165. Interviewer: You feel stressed because you are not 

comfortable? 

166. TA-5: Sometimes when I get the concept, when I get the idea, 

it‟s like easy, I love it, but when I don‟t get the concept clear, then I 

get really stressed.  

167. Interviewer: Can you give me some examples of concepts that 

stressed you? 

168. TA-5: Differentiation, and there are some questions in the first 

chapter. 

169. Interviewer: What is the first chapter?  

170. TA-5: You have to sketch the graph and things like that. It‟s 

easy, I know it‟s easy. 

171. Interviewer: Before derivatives. The functions?  

172. TA-5: And my professor, I don‟t understand him really well, so 

that makes me really stressed, like, when he is explaining, I don‟t 

know what he is doing. And when someone else explains me, I really 

get it. In the class, I don‟t know what he‟s saying. 

173. Interviewer: Because of his accent? 

174. TA-5: No. 

175. Interviewer: His math? 

176. TA-5: Yes. 

177. Interviewer: His explanations are above your understanding? 

178. TA-5: Yes.  

179. Interviewer: Did you have any problems understanding why 

the derivative of  is ? 

180. TA-5: No. 

181. Interviewer: Why is it ? 

182. TA-5: It‟s 1 because I read it in the book and the teacher 

explained me and I did all the practice. 

183. Interviewer: The rule? Can you explain the rule?  Does it have 

anything to do with slope? I know you know the rule, but why is it 

like this, can you interpret it? 

184. TA-5: No.  

 

 

 

 

 

Line 160: May have 

never seen absolute 

value inequalities 

before. Or has 

forgotten.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 182: confirmation 

of Procedural Knowing, 

and absence of 

Systemic Thinking. 
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185. Interviewer: You‟re just familiar with the rule that the 

derivative of  is  and you have no problem with that.  

186. TA-5: Yeah.  

187. Interviewer: You use it to calculate other derivatives. 

188. TA-5: Yeah. 

189. Interviewer: So as long as you can do the exercises, you feel 

OK.  

190. Interviewer: Can you give me an example of a situation where 

you would say you “got the concept”. 

191. TA-5: For the derivative, when they explained me the formula 

[in the math help centre], by showing, by explaining to the graph 

from that, then I have no problem with that. Like I couldn‟t solve 

many questions before that when I was trying at home. I knew the 

formula from the book but I couldn‟t. I didn‟t know what to do, how 

to differentiate. 

192. Interviewer: What to do step-by-step? 

193. TA-5: Yeah, I didn‟t know what to do in the first step, what to 

do in the second step. But then when I took the Math Help class 

then… 

194. Interviewer: They told you what to do step by step. 

195. TA-5: Yes. 

196. Interviewer: So when you saw  to differentiate, you knew 

what to do? Can you tell me what you‟d do with this?  

197. TA-5: It‟s  multiplied by  power one. 

198. Interviewer: And how do you know it‟s power one? 

199. TA-5: Because we take  minus one from the power.  

200. Interviewer: So you say that you understand the concept now. 

201. TA-5: Yes, because you have to multiply by the power and then 

minus one from the power.  

202. Interviewer: So when you know how the formula works then 

you understand the concept. 

203. TA-5: Yes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 191: “I get the 

concept” means “I 

know what to do” for 

TA-5. This is a 

symptom of Procedural 

Knowing.  

 

PARTICIPANT TA-6 

Age: less than 21 

Math courses taken at the time of the interview: MATH 203, MATH 204 

Reasons for taking the courses: the course is a prerequisite for a computer science course 

Experience in courses: very enjoyable, mildly stressful.  

Average grade in the courses: 80% 

Performance on exercises: Ex. 1, 3, 4 correct; Ex. 2, 5, 6 incorrect 

Interview after viewing the lecture 

1. TA-6: What‟s the link with the, when they talk about the length of 

the dime? [he hasn‟t marked anything] 

2. Interviewer: All right. You don‟t know the link between these 

strings, measurements and the notion of absolute value; you didn‟t get 

that? OK. In the first page, the measurement results were  and , 

now the true length was  so if you subtract these measurements 

from the true value, in one case you get 1, because it‟s less so , and 

 

Line 3: TA-6 didn‟t 

get the joke, which 

might be a sign of 

some problem with his 

notion of number 

and/or absolute value.  
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in the other case you get –  because this is bigger; so this number 1 is 

greater than – ; so this guy is saying well this was a bigger mistake 

than that; do you agree that this is a bigger mistake than that? 

3. TA-6: Yes. 

4. Interviewer: OK, so that‟s the problem. Because this measurement 

is 1 off, right? [Sketching] let‟s say…this is what really this 

circumference was, and then  is here, and  it‟s here, so who made 

a bigger mistake? This is the real value, who made a bigger mistake?  

5. TA-6: It‟s the one with .  

6. Interviewer: Yes, this is the bigger mistake, even though when you 

subtract, it is – , so it‟s less than ; you disregard where it is: right, 

left, you look at how big is the difference, and this difference is 

definitely bigger than that one, so that‟s the point, you see. In absolute 

value you are interested in how big it is, and not whether this is to the 

right or to the left. OK? Are you ready for the exercises now? 

 

Interview after solving the exercises 

 Exercise 1 

7. Interviewer: So, what did you do in the first question? 

8. TA-6: Calculate absolute value.  

 

Exercise 2 

9. Interviewer: All right. Can you tell us how you did the second one? 

10. TA-6: I used the definition of the absolute value [repeating what he 

had written down] 

11. Interviewer: So you were actually following what was in the 

lecture? 

12. TA-6: Yes 

13. Interviewer: OK, and you have looked at those cases [looking over 

the solution] Just a minor problem here [student made the mistake of 

not changing the direction of the inequality when dividing by a 

negative number]; so now we have , and between 0 and 1, so we 

are finally get. 

14. TA-6: 1 

15. Interviewer: What‟s the final answer? Just , no, between and 

…and 

16. TA-6: No, no, no, there is no solution. It is  inferior to  inferior or 

equal to 1,   

17. Interviewer: Do you want to draw something, a number line? 

18. TA-6: Are we combining both of them, or?  

19. Interviewer: It‟s like this is possible, or this is possible, “or” you 

know…it is not like it has to be at the same time because if it were the 

same, then the contradiction here would blow out everything; but is 

either this or that, or that, or that.  

20. TA-6: So the answer would be  to infinity.(…) Sometimes it is 

confusing: the equality and the sign (pause) 

Line 10: His written 

solution contains 

explicit reference to 

the definition and 

application of it: we 

take it as a symptom 

of Definitional 

Thinking, although he 

might have been just 

following the model 

solution in a ritualistic 

way. 

 

Line 18: TA-6 took 

disjunction of the 

results of cases in Ex. 

2, 3 and 6. In ex. 4 

and 5,  he took 

conjunction of the 

cases (weakness in 

Analytic Thinking) 
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Exercise 3 

 

21. Interviewer: [Ran out of battery, lost part of the discussion for 

Exercise 3] So, we‟re back for number . You see the absolute value 

is always positive or zero, is that clear? But this number, here on this 

side is multiplied by – , so you always have something that is not 

negative and when you multiply it by –  

22. TA-6: Is negative 

23. Interviewer: So, how come something positive could be less 

than something negative? So, even without doing all that you should 

see that it‟s impossible. So, your conclusion it‟s OK except that for 

the wrong reason. One question, did you learn these inequalities 

before?  

24. TA-6: Yes, in high school. 

25. Interviewer: In high school, so it‟s not like you are learning/ 

looking at those cases from this lecture 

26. TA-6: No 

27. Interviewer: Was it this way like in this lecture that you were 

doing that in school? 

28. TA-6: Not so clear like this, we did not go with all this cases 

…it was just…they did not explain it well. Because in high school in 

my country we do all the mathematics together, we don‟t divide 

them into areas like algebra, calculus, it‟s all together in one course, 

very fast, we don‟t have the time to go through all the exercises  

29. Interviewer: So the teacher was in a way deciding what cases to 

look at? 

30. TA-6: Yes 

31. Interviewer: Discarding the ones that were contradictory for 

you? 

32. TA-6: Maybe not, but  

33. Interviewer: When you say cases it is these cases, plus or minus 

or the type of questions? Explain to me what it means that “you 

didn‟t go through all the cases” in school? 

34. TA-6: I suppose that if you have to teach this absolute value, 

you have to show the student that in this case that is what can 

happen; but we just learned the definition of the absolute value and 

that‟s all, only maybe two examples. 

35. Interviewer: You didn‟t use the definition to actually solve that 

36. TA-6: No. 

TA-6 solved Ex. 3 

using RBC (PB1) and 

found that there is no 

solution. However, this 

correct answer was 

derived through flawed 

reasoning: he obtained a 

contradiction because 

he took the conjunction 

of the results of cases 

which were not all 

contradictions because 

he made again the same 

algebraic mistake as in 

Ex. 2: not changing the 

direction of inequality 

when dividing by a 

negative number.  

No structural argument 

in the interview.  

 

 

Line 34: Claims he did 

not “really” study 

absolute value 

inequalities before. 

Only learned the formal 

definition and seen two 

examples. But from his 

solutions to Ex. 4 and 5 

it seems he had seen at 

least this type of 

exercises and learned to 

solve them using PROP 

technique.  

 

Exercise 4 

37. Interviewer: You are looking at these possibilities, you only have 2 

cases; this is less than  and – ; but there are some 

conditions , if , you don‟t write this here. 

38. TA-6: Yes 

39. Interviewer; Because this is what the inequality becomes if 

, you didn‟t write it here; you see that? 

40. TA-6: Yes 

41. Interviewer: This is what the absolute value of is if

Line 37: TA-6 omitted 

the interval conditions 

in this exercise, 

although he used them 

in Ex. 2 and 3. He 

seems to have 

confused RBC with 

previously learned 
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, Meaning that  right? And this is good if . So 

it‟s this and that. Anyway, you solved it and you probably get  

here. But is  and at the same time is . 

42. TA-6: So it‟s between. 

43. Interviewer: And here we get – , OK, and then you divide 

by – , I guess, or no, oh you divide by 2; first you divide by 2…and 

here it‟s less than , greater than –  and yet less than …so what do 

you get? 

44. TA-6:  (…)  

PROP.   

 

Exercise 5 

45. Interviewer: All right, so the 5
th

? So again you go 

by the definition and there‟s no x you say? OK here 

you take into account this condition then you have 

then – . How 

come you took these conditions into account in this 

exercise but you didn‟t in the other? 

46. TA-6: I looked back at what was written here and I 

realized that I have forgotten something. 

47. Interviewer: So you didn‟t fix the other problem but 

you did the right thing here , yes? 

48. TA-6: We didn‟t use to take this condition if I 

remember.  

49. Interviewer: At school? 

50. TA-6: We don‟t use this condition.  

51. Interviewer: [looks over the solution] here you see 

it‟s two different cases and they are contradictory so 

you reject them, but between the cases it‟s like this or 

that, so it is not contradictory really at this point, you 

understand? (…) So of course you can have -s that 

are both here and here. But if you take something 

that‟s greater than  it will verify the equality and if 

you take something less than –  it will still be good. 

Did you try verifying? Let‟s say you take , than 

you get.    

52. TA-6: eight minus one it‟s seven. 

53. Interviewer: So, that‟s good. And if you take – ? 

54. TA-6: [checking] 

55. Interviewer: So, it‟s still good. You didn‟t check… 

56. TA-6: No 

57. Interviewer: You don‟t. You never do? When you 

solve problems in math, do you check your answers? 

58. TA-6: No. (Silence) Maybe if I am at home, and I 

have enough time, then I can check but in competition, 

when we are doing a quiz, I don‟t.  

59. Interviewer: But at home, if you have the time, what 

kind of methods you use to check if your answer is 

Line 45-46: TA-6 ignored interval 

conditions in Ex. 4 because he seems 

to have reverted to PROP. But in Ex. 

5, he mixes up PROP with RBC: takes 

into account interval conditions, but 

then takes conjunction of cases to be 

consistent with the technique in Ex. 4. 

He probably thinks he used RBC in 

Ex. 4.  

 

Line 48: Evidence that he had seen 

absolute value inequalities in school 

and probably learned PROP. 

 

Did not notice any relationship 

between Ex. 4 and 5: no CB2. In 

exercise 5, he rewrote the application 

of the definition of which he 

already wrote in ex. 4: so PB2.  

 

 

 

 

 

Line 51: TA-6 did not check his 

solutions: negative Proving behavior. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 58: Does not routinely engage in 

checking his answers.  
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right. Let‟s say you have an equation or inequality, do 

you plug in like I did, or do you do something else? 

How do you know you’re right? 

60. TA-6: Sometimes the equations are linked together, 

and when you get the wrong answer, you will not get 

the result expected in the second answer. 

61. Interviewer: But how do you know what to expect? 

Is there any example you remember, particular 

example that you can tell us about? 

62. TA-6: Most of the time it appears when you are 

doing derivatives. We use the derivative to, ahhh, 

there is something we use, we use the derivative 

(silence). But the questions are linked, and if you don‟t 

get the good derivative, you have some problems to 

find the, the maximum or some other derivatives 

(Silence). 

63. Interviewer: You get some contradiction in the table 

where you put intervals of the function increasing, 

decreasing, no? 

64. TA-6: Yes, yes exactly, in the table. 

Line 60: His checking strategies (if he 

uses them at all) are based on 

reflective thinking: reflecting on and 

noticing incompatibilities between 

results of actions.  

 

 

 

Exercise 6 

TA-6 used RBC here again, without apparently confusing it with PROP. His first conclusion was 

that there is no solution because he took the conjunction of the cases, but then crossed this out 

and used disjunction. He seemed quite confused about the logical connectives in the technique 

and his use of them was erratic.   

65. Interviewer: All right, [exercise] 6. You did all properly, and what did you get at the end 

there? [Turning pages] Between minus infinity and –100 or [between] 1/50 and 101/49. Here 

you didn‟t see a contradiction. It seems like you learning here in the last question.  

Final Interview 

66. Interviewer: I just want to ask you a few questions I have here, about this lecture. Tell us 

what you did not like about this lecture? Be frank!  

67.  TA-6: [Silence] I don‟t know…if the lecture is going to be like this, with someone who is 

talking, a teacher (pause) 

68. Interviewer: A real person? 

69. TA-6: Yes, a real person 

70. Interviewer: Well. You see, for the experiment we have to have the same lecture for 

everybody, so that‟s why we recorded it. It‟s not meant in the future to be a voice speaking, but 

a real person who could stop, and that was bothering you. You couldn‟t stop, you couldn‟t 

interact, the lack of interaction was bothering you. 

71. TA-6: Yes. 

72. Interviewer: In class normally you would raise your hand and ask questions? 

73. TA-6: Yes. (…) 

74. Interviewer: OK. Now, what did you like about the lecture?   

75. TA-6: It was well explained, it was easy to understand. 

76. Interviewer: This lecture, was it very different from what you are used to, aside from the fact 

that it is not a real person.  

77. TA-6: No. 
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78. Interviewer: Other than making a real person talking what would you change? Could you 

advise us what to change to make it better for students like you? 

79. TA-6: For these kids maybe the lecture could tell us  here we have to consider this one is 

positive and we have the negative number here [regarding problem no 3] and that it will be a 

waste of time to go all the (pause) 

80. Interviewer: So to warn you rather than „trapping‟ here this way. It is said in the lecture that 

the absolute value is positive but is not stressed enough; you would want to have an example 

like that? 

81. TA-6: Yes. 

82. Interviewer: So that teacher tells you, don‟t waste your time. But I think, you see, personally 

that students remember better when they had wasted this time and then say “my god, it was a 

waste of time”. If I tell you, don‟t do this, then you don‟t know how bad it is. 

83. TA-6: But depends on the student, because when I‟m in class, when the teacher says don‟t do 

this, I always put a note somewhere in my book to remind me that there was something here 

that I don‟t have to do. 

84. Interviewer: So you listen to the teacher, not everybody does. I wanted to ask you …you‟re a 

young person right? 

85. TA-6: Yes 

86. Interviewer: You are taking 203 and 204 

87. TA-6: For the moment. 

88. Interviewer: For the moment. It‟s because you want to go into computer science? 

89. TA-6: Yes, computer science. 

90. Interviewer: That‟s your goal, are you already starting the computer science courses? 

91. TA-6: Not yet. 

92. Interviewer: You are still qualifying. You say that your experience in the courses is very 

enjoyable. So you like math. 

93.  TA-6: Yes. 

94. Interviewer: And stressful mildly. What is stressful about learning math and being a student 

in these courses? 

95. TA-6: Mathematics sometimes it is abstract, you don‟t really see what you are doing. 

Sometimes you just follow some rules, you don‟t see the meaning of what you are doing, and 

when you cannot see the meaning it can be difficult for you to learn „cause you don‟t understand 

very well what is it about (sic!). 

96. Interviewer; And 203 is about derivatives, Calculus I. Is there anything you feel meaningless 

about derivatives, what is a derivative for you? The derivative, does it have a meaning? 

97.  TA-6: Yes, the teacher explained. For example, when we have to know what is the 

instantaneous average rate of change; if you are driving a car, the speed…the acceleration is the 

derivative. 

98. Interviewer: So, it‟s meaningful for you 

99. TA-6: Yes, it‟s meaningful 

100. Interviewer: some students tell me, they use this expression “ I want to get the concept” or 

something. Do you use this expression too? “ I need to get the concept, and once I got the 

concept of that then I know I‟ll be OK” Do you use this expression? Or just use the expression 

“I understand”? 

101. TA-6: The concept here is not very (pause) Maybe you want to say the same thing as I 

said, when you come to understand it is meaningful for you, it‟s very easy to do. If it‟s abstract 

you are lost. I think it is the same thing but in different words 

102.   Interviewer: One more [question] perhaps…204 is more abstract than 203? 204 is the 

linear algebra. Which one do you prefer? Which one is less stressful? 

103. TA-6: For now I think that both of them are stressful 

104. Interviewer: None more stressful than the other. OK, thank you very much. 
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